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Guerrilla war against 
Quebec by Ottawa 
OttawaAP+Liberal MPs 
met privately Wednesday to 
plot ,what one described as '  
"guerrilla warfare tact/ca" 
against Rene Levesque's 
separatist government in 
quebec. 
The subject was .one of 
several raised during the 
first o f  two days of 
discussions by government 
MPa and senators as they 
prepare for the fall session 
of Parliament,. 
Part Whip Gun Mac- 
Furlune Hamilton Mountain 
said following the. wed- 
nesday talks tha Liberals 
have to be prepared to use 
the same type of flexible 
taetlcs as guerri l las.in 
ant icpated  po l i t i ca l  sk i r -  
mlshes  against the 
Lavesque government, 
Today, the Liberals will 
concentrate onthe country's. 
economic situation and my 
may gey a took at plans 
being prepared by the 
finance, department for a' 
. new winter employment 
program to undercut rising 
Jobless levels. 
Sources aid ca~net has 
spent a number of sessions 
grappling with the unem- 
loyment question, and 
us. fur the government 
question, and plans for the 
government's next assault 
ou the prelbem wllllikely be 
outlined tn the policy-pre- 
viewing throne speech to be 
read-perhaps by the Queen- 
When Parliment resumes 
Oct 18. 
Prime M~ter  Trudaau 
_ spent the morning with. hs 
MPs prior to and overnight 
visit .to Washington where 
he Is meeting with President 
Carter and witnessing the 
signing of a new Panama 
canal agreement. 
As: be left the caucus 
meeting, he walked back to 
this office with Trade 
Minister Jean ChreUen, 
adding fire to speculation he 
may appoint he 43-year-old 
Shawinigan, Que., native as 
finance minister in a cabinet 
shuffle later this month. 
Doanld Macdonald an- 
nounced Tuesday that he'll 
quit the finance post within 
10 days and Liberal 
strategists agree, that 
Cretlen however, is also 
' touted as a. potentinal 
leader of the Liberal party 
in Quebec and sources ay 
Trudsau won't give hime the 
finance job if be indicates 
he'll abandon the post for 
Quebec politics during the 
~xt'six months. 
Party insiders insit that 
Trudesu will .stoke only 
minor, alterations in the 
upcoming cabinet shuffle, 
filling .the finance post, 
promoting Jace Horner-he's 
been . minister without 
portfolio since he left .the 
Prngeseloe. Conservatives 
last April- and perhaps 
ad~ng a.new face or two: 
The Liberals• complete 
their fall. planning session 
today with a picnic at 
T rudeau 's  summer  
residence at Harrington 
Lake, north of Ottawa in the 
Gatlneau Hills. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nass 
I I 
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'MORE TO LIFE THAN PENSION' 
Fifth Conservative quits 
OTTAWA (CP)- Scan "I Would regret it if an lmow how l got boxed in like program and .by 
O'Sullivan quit his seat as misinterpretation .was that. I consider myself as O'Snilivan's own campaign, 
Progressive Conservative placed, on my leaving," an extreme moderate." wrote the government lu- 
MP for Hamilton- O'Sullivan said he had O'Sulllvan was a member slating that the bill be 
Wentworth on Wednesday to decided "to serve people in of the so-called Chateau passed. 
begin studies for the Roman a new way and different cabinet, a group of Con- O'Sullivan was only 19. 
Catholic priesthood, capacity." . servative MPs who held the years old when be became 
He would have beelt He told Clarl~: view that former leader inv~olved in Conservative 
eligible for a government '"Since assuming the Robert Stanfieldwastaktng politics. He met John 
pension of about $5,000 a leadership, you have the. party away from Diefenbaker, then prime 
year for life had he stayed demonstrated remarkable traditional. Conservatism minister, in 1963 at a 
on for another year. - personal and political and into Liberal policies. 'political rally. In 126 when 
,"But there is more to We qualities that make the He. was first elected to there was a demand for Registration is up at' Northwest Community College and Monday,begin their reading. An overall increase of 20 
than a pension," . loyalty owed to youby party Parliament in the general Diefenbaker to step down as z . .An n,e, u, . . . . .  ,.^,,, ~ :~ registrar Brian Loptson will soon see the books going percent is expected over last year's eorolment, said 
The Z5 year old O'Sullivan members mueh~ore than a el~flon of 1972:.He was then ,=~,u,~,,efenhakerV , . , , - . , - ,  hlm"''~'-to ~ back d6wn ' . . . . .  off theshelf a~ students, who.started classes L~lJ0n. : .~ 
said. in an  _lnte~ew be duty; it:is a ~ e  to~ ~youuges~,poreonever  Di " f lu~t " . ~ =' 
would be ,sorry if_ his counted among yore' sup- elocted to the. Commons. stay on and ~ : 
s seen as another knock porters." l)espiteaLiberalupsurge 
. , . .  wor . NO MACKENZIE DIVERSION against Conservative O.ark replied in a letter, inthe Hamilton area ia 1974, in Diefeabaker's 1968 
Leader Joe Clark. which said: O'Sullivan easily retained campaign in Prince Albert 
O'Sullivan is the fifth "While I w,1 miss your his . t .  and became his special reached 
Conservatlve MPto leave  active belp in Parliament He made no great splash .sistant, then his execut/ve Pipe agreement 
party ranks in the Commons and the party, I understand as an MP, preferring to look assistant in the.~rly 1970s. 
in the last several months, and admire your decision after the needs of his con- He. was asked by .'the 
Jack Horner left .  to and wish you a We of service stitueo~ He did manage to Hamilton-Wentworth riding 
become a Liberal cabinet and satisfaction." get a private member's bW to stand as its candidate in 
minister, Jackques Lavoie O'Sullivan said in an in- passed in 1975 making the 19/2.. Although the. Con- WASHINGTON (AP)- Pipeline Corp., the principal, under a 1976 law dealing the newspaper says the 
Hochelaga became a terview he wanted to leave beaver one of three national servativas finished third in President Carter is ready to sponsor of the Canadian with the pipeline, Congress pipeline will cost $10 billion 
govemmeat hack-bencher, "as quiety and as~luiolflyas along with the flag and the the . previous general recommend to the United route, has 60 days on the to build and will be corn- 
John Reynolds left for I can" His resignation is coat of arms. private business and Gordon effective at midnight next . Private member's bills election, O'Sullivan carried States Congress a pipeline A taxas firm, El Paso pres ident ' s  recom-  pletedin 1982 or 1983. At 
Falrweather Fundy Royal Tuesday night, rarely are passed by the ridingh handily, route across Canada for Gas, has proposed the rival mendation. Hearings that ime, the pipeline might 
transporting Alaska natural "all-American plan." already have been carry up to 2.2 billion cubic 
took on thenew post as He was regarded as an Parliament. But thousands Ofhisdecistontoentertha g sto the lower 48states, Under this scheme, gas scheduled by the Senate feet of natural gas a day, or 
federal . human rights extreme right winger in of Canadians, encouraged priesthood, he said "I felt I commissioner. Ottawa but ha said "I. dalt't by a CBC public affairs had to try it), rejecting aproposaiforan woaidbemovedalonganew energy committee on the four per cent of present U.S. • "ail-American route," U.S. gas pipeline parallelling the decision- for later in the consumption. Bennett off to s e l l  congressioual und industry existing trans-Alaska oil month. Prime Minister Trudeau sources aid today, pipeline, then liquified in . When completedin1962or is' to meet Carter in 
Carter will announce his southern Alaska • and 1983, the pipeline could Washington Thursday, and 
decision Thursday after shipped by tankers to the carry up to 2~2 billion cubic Carter plans to announce his 
, meeting here with Prime U.S. West Coast. feet of natural gas a day, or support for the pipeline  r 'uope s on- prey'rice1 Minister Trudeau, the An aid~ to Senator Ted four percent of currcent following themeeting, The 
sources said. Stevens Rep. Alaska, a key U.S. consumption. Times says. 
The $10 billion pipeline hacker of the all-American The New York Times Selection of the pipeline 
• would carry natural gas route said there still has  reported today that last route would be a victory for 
VICTOIA CP:-An ll-man will pave .the way for Community aware of the assure them that not only is from Prudhoe Bay to been no formal word from week's U.S.-Canadian the Northwest Pipeline 
British Colu~nbia trade and greater participation by the tremendous advantages Canada stable, but B.C. as Fairbanks, Alaska, then cut the White House on Carter!s agreement was reached Corp., which proposed it. 
finance mission to Europe private., secotr in the that are available inB. C.." well and we're prepared to acrossCunada. Onebranch decision. "We are still after the Canadians dropped Quoting sources, The 
' economic development of "We do not have in mind discuss with them ff they would carry the gas to the hop@ful," the aide said. a demand that the pipeline Times says tentative U.S.- 
.iiJ Lty'I~ot'~rT found the province, Premier Bill an immediate signing or have. concerns about the U.S. Pacific Northwest, However ,  o ther  be diverted toward gas Canadian agreement on the 
Bennett said Wednesday. agreement," has said.  possibility of .Quebec another to the upper Mid- congressional sources said reserves at the Mackenzie pipeline was reached after 
The premeir leaves "What .we are doing is leaving Confederation." ' west. ' the. administration has Delta. dropped a demand that the 
The body of a ~'errace Thurodayonanlg-day, five- preparing the way for U.S. and Canadian decided against the all- In return for dropplsg that pipeline be diverted toward 
woman was found, at Lost 'country tour of Europe l~'ivato sector companies, "It amy be a Cunda that negotiators announced a Alaskan route, demand, .which the United gas reserves at the 
Lake, about four miles north accompanied by Ftanace bethin theEECand in B.C., as .I say, operates more tentative decision in Ottawa A spokesman for Nor- States aid would have cost Mackenzie Delta in Canada. 
'of Terrace on Knium Lake Minister Evan Wolfe, to cou~ude agreements in efficiently than the strut- a pipeline. U.S, Energy thwest Pipeline Corp. said $540 million, U.S. interests In return for dropping that 
Road Tuesday evening. Economic Development the future." ture we have now," he said. Se c r e t a r y J a m e s the firm, which was agreed to pay. part of the demand, which the 
Mrs. Georgette Skoghmd Minister Don Phillips and The premier s~a he want SeMesinger has said the predicting last week that it cost of delivering as from Americans aid would have 
"was reported to have assorted advisers; to provide assarances ofthe "We've all called fur Carter administration would get the ad- the Mackenzie Delta if the cost $540 million, U.S. in- 
drowned accidetally about "We expect o accomplish stability of the political and greater decentralization r prefers the Canadian route ministration's approval Canadians eventually terests agreed topay part of 
6:15 p.m. a lot," Bennett old a news economic climate in the improvement in the way flitcan beshown to be more during Trudeau's visit to develop those reserves, The the cost of delivering gas 
No Further details have conference, particularly "in province, government relate andinthe economical to U.S. con- Washington this week, said Times said. from the Mackenzie Delta if 
been released, by Terrace making the business- Bennett said be is. con- division of powers, and that sumers, it would be a great surprise In a dispatch from the Canadians eventually 
RCMP who will be. holding community and the there is confidence in the would be good for all of The expected declsmn is a if Carter announced any Washington quoting White develop those reserves, The 
an inquiry into the incident. European Economic  country "and we want to Canada." victow for the Northwest other route. ~ House and industry sources, Times says. 
HANDING 0 VER C ONTR OL 
Trudeau joins crowd to ,sign Panama Canal treaty 
WASHINGTON (CP)- Panamanian. leader Gen. The signing ceremony and Pacific oceans, continne to be woll operated, the canal Zone, whichcutsa thetreaty, although they are gathered for the occasion. 
Canada's Prime Minister Omar TorriJos Herrera climaxed what may have celebrations over the pact safe and open to shipping of swath across the middle of viewed as indivisible. One His first visitor was 
Trudeau Joined represen- formally signed the been the biggest diplomatic may be premature, all nations now and in the Panama. calls for phasing out U.S. Torrijos. 
tatlvsa of 26 other Western agreement, ext ravaganza  in The original canal treaty future." However ,  Mex ico  control over the canal by the In meeting after meeting, 
Hemisphere countries Under it, the U.S. will Washington -. a three-day of 1903, which the new The canal treaty has won remained opposed to the year 2000, when Panama Carter has pursued such 
Wednesday nightto witness hand back control of the 10 affair, of talks and social document would replace, much more acclaim in Latin second part of the would assume full favorite' topics as human 
the ceremonial signing of a mile wide Canal Zone to activities attended by "has become.anobstncleto than it has in the U.S. agreement  involvin~g operational authority, rights, arms spending 
new Panama canal treaty. Panama by the.year 2000. Canadian ..Prime Minister better, relations with Latin Senate, which mightnulllfy potential U.S. military ih- Under the second accord, restraint and an end to 
Seated around an oval The U.S. has held power Trudeau and leaders of America," president Carter the .festivities by failing to tervention to protect he 63 the U.S. reserves the per- nuclear proliferation. 
.'table in the flag-beddecked over the zone since 1908. other Western Hemisphere said. ratify the treaty by a year old canal. The manent right to intervene Subjected to some 
Pan'. American Union Later, Trudeau and the countries. He added that.the treaty requ i red  two-th i rds Mexican government militarily ugalnst any threat domestic criticism for 
building with other leaders other leaders went to the Although the treaty caps serves the best interests of majority, regards this as an in- to the canal. "meeting with dictator~," 
from .North and South White House where ~ ~ years o f  negotiations beth the U.S. and Panama Officials here believe fringement of Panamanian As part of the treaty Carter expressed ~ con- 
America, .the prime attendeda stetedinner impired by. violence and the and that it "forms a new Senate rejection of the soVereighnty. " festivities, Carter has been fidence that frank ex- 
minister locked on as U.S, Carter. " threat of violence along tlie partnership ~o insure that treaty would spark guerrilla Actually, two separate meeting privately with the changes about problem 
President Carter and canal that links the Atlantic this 'vital waterway will warfare and mob violence in agreements are involved in government heads who have areas is healthy, 
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New staff writers join Herald 
Repor ters  Donna 
Vailieres and Ann Dunsmuir 
~ Joined the Daily Herald staff 
• Wednesday. 
" ; ! .~  .Donna will be covering 
!~ district council and regional 
news as well as the police 
and court .beats.. Ann, our 
.... ~'~ stringer in Kittmat, will 
. . . .  cover, schoolboard and 
~~. , . . .~~ council meetings plus police 
and court news. 
Donna has been a 
reporter-photographer for 
nearly two years on several 
• weekly newspapers. She 
from a .two-year course in 
Donna ValUeres journalism at Camosun Ann Dunsmulr 
College, Victoria. 
Ann's career In jour- 
nalism was interrupted by 
marriage and three kids but 
she has. more experience 
than do most reporters on 
small daily papers. She 
worked as general 
assisngment .reporter and 
feature writer for the 
Victoria Times for. three 
Y~earS before moving to 
r career, she worked as 
women's editor for the 
Stratford, Ontario Boaeon- 
Herald. and edited a trade 
magazine for life insurance 
salesmen. 
STANDARD, SHELL 
Oil fire contained after 
destroying bulk plant 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP)- 
The waterfront fire which 
today destroyed bulk 
storage eerations of Shall 
Canada Ltd. and Standard 
Oil Company of B.C. Ltd. 
was contained by mid- 
morning, fire officials said. 
The fwe which was first 
reported by RCMP around 
:22 a.m. PLY1' began at the 
Shell operation and spread 
northward to the Standard 
Plant. The fire was held 
there and did not spread .to 
Texaco storage tanks with 
gallons of fuel just beyond. 
Spokesmen for Shell and 
Standard in Vancouver both 
said their storage 
operations here were 
writeoffs. No damage 
estimates were~vailable as
company officials were 
taking inventory. 
Dave  Webster . ,  
spokesman for .Shell. in 
Vancouver, said eight 
storage tanks, a warehouse, 
and two trucks were 
destroyed. Total capacity of 
the •operation was 1.25 
million gallons but it was not 
known how much gas and 
diesel fuel was in the tanks 
at the time of the fire. 
Scott McRae, spokesman 
for Standard Oil in Van- 
couver, said his company 
had a warehouse and seven 
storage tanks on the 
Nanaimo site. He said total 
capacity was about 220,000 
gallons but it was not yet 
known how much was in the 
tanks. 
"We've had an aerial view 
of the place and it appears to 
be a write.off," said MeRae. 
"The flames are going 
dawn sol guess the fuel has 
burned itself out." 
He. said a number of 
trucks were saved before 
flames spread to the 
Standard Oil facility around 
5:30 a.m. 
Both company spokesmen 
said their operations were 
unstaffed overnight and no 
guards are posted. 
Webster said when a 
company official arrived at 
the scene after being 
notified by RCMP, part of 
the warehouse and a nearby 
tank were on fire. 
The refinery area, 
separated from the yacht 
dub by a road, is located 
about one kilometre from 
the downtown section of this 
Vancouver Island centre. 
Fire did not spread to the 
boat area. 
A fire department 
spokesman said Bernard 
Moriez, a volunteer 
firefighter from Nnnaimo, 
was killed when a sheet of 
flame from. the major blast 
at 5 a.m. hit him as he .was 
trying to move a truck on 
the Shell site. At least hree 
other men .were in hospital 
with injuries. 
three area residents uf- 
fered heart attacks during 
evacuation from the area 
and were taken to hospital. 
A pall of smoke hanging 
over the waterfront area 
was visible 20 miles away, 
• Trucks from seven area 
fire departments were 
dispatched to the scene and 
the Coast Guard •cutter 
Ready, unable to get in close 
because of a low tide, was 
pumping, water thrbugh 
hoses to firefighters on the 
land. 
Cause of the fire was 
unknown. 
RCMP constables Bob 
Mollet and Greg Young 
answered the first report of 
the fire at 4:22 a.m. PDT 
and jumped the fence at the 
Shell plant to rescue an 
unidentified 28 year old 
Vancouver man who was on 
fire. 
The man was sent to 
hospital in Vancouver 
suffering from burns to 90 
percent of his body. RCMP 
and company officials said 
he was not a Shell employee 
but refused to release his 
uame.  
An RCmP spokesman said 
the man had not yet been 
questioned. 
Meanwhile, Mayor Frank 
Ney said Shell and Standard 
will .not be I~'mitted to 
rebuild their facilities in the 
waterfront area. 
k"It 's Just. too 
dangerous," he said. 
Webster said he could not 
estimate how much it would 
cost .to rebuild the Shell 
facilties but.McRae said "a 
ballpark figure for the 
standard facilities is about 
$400,000." 
" , HERS INTERESTED 
--Chretien  ...... plays:down finance 
t By DOUG SMALL office say plans for his election-Ti:udeau may make area MP into cabinet to 
OTTAWA (CP)- Trade shuffle are far from corn- several high-level changes, compensate for the 
Minister Jean Chretten plete, in cabinet, departure of Macdonald 
played down speculation Government House Jack horner., minister who represented the urban 
today thathe ~ succeed I.£aderAllan MacEachen is without portfolio since he Resedale riding. 
Donald Macdonald as also said to be interested in abandoned the Progressive Or he might promote 
finance minister when the job, and some observers Conservatives to become some ~ been elsewhere 
Prime Minister Trudeau speculate that Treasury the sole Liberal hiP from who has long been denied a 
shuffles his cabinet, Board President Robert Alberta last April, has been spot in the inner circle. 
probably next week. Andras, Transport bfinlster promised a promotion. Several, such as John Ried 
Chretien said he is Otto Lang and Health There is speculation.he kern the Northern Ontario 
grateful, that reporters Minister.Marc Lalonde may could follow Chretian into riding of Kenora-Rainy 
regard him highly enough to also be in the running.. ,  trade, assume responsibility River, have been in 
be touting.him as the next The shuffle will be within for northern affairs or Parliament since.the 1960's, 
finance minister. 10 days, and Liberal MPs perha~, take over tran- but never in cabinet. 
"But I don't have such a were clearly putting their sport from Lang. The Liberal meet'rag, 
gond opinion of myself," the best feet forward as they Land, some. suggest, which oponed Tuesday night 
43-year old MP FROM gathered with Trudeau might be moved into health, with a party, a~d resumed 
Shawinigan, Que., said as he meetings to plan for th fall Macdonald's departure, today eith a Parliament Hill 
entered Liberal party parliamentary sitting. As however has added breakfast, ends Thursday. 
caucus meetings here. usual, they applauded when significance to backbench Trudeau is to attend 
There is.speculation that Trudeau entered the Liberals, who now may. he wrapup session when. he 
Trudeau will name Chretien meeting. as the first FREN- With Macdonald going-the given a chance to move into returns from an overnight Trudeau's 33-member trip to Washington when he 
CH+Canadian finance 45-year-old finance minister cabinet, meets U.S. PRESIDENT 
minister since Con- announced Tuesday he is There are more Jimmy Carter and wit- 
federation, although sources stepping .down and will suggestions that Trudeau nesses the signing of a new 
in the prime minister's leave politics at the next may moveanother Toronto- Panama Canal treaty. 
Canada won't work, 
says PQ minister 
QUEBEC (CP)- Con: 
federation cannot work 
became English and French 
Canadians have nothing in 
common, Quebec En- 
Environment Minister 
Marcel Leger has told 
members of the West 
German press. 
"For a federation toexist, 
it must include similar 
groups," Leger told jour- 
nalists in Bonn last week. 
Copies of the speech were 
made available Wednesday. 
"There is nothing similar 
between an anglophone and 
a francophone," he said. 
"so why should we be forced 
to continue this forced 
marriage." 
Canada has never 
recognized the existence of 
two nations and Quebec 
wants independence so it 
can live as a French- 
.* ~eaking communi ty  
"without dependence, 
r~spected by others and 
=espectful of them." 
environment minister, who 
was touring sewage 
treatment facilities in decides our priorities, uses 
Europe, said the federal our taxes to its ends and 
govenrment is to blame for recognizes us on the 
most of Quebec's economic cultural level only at 
problems, elections. 
"The federal govenrrnent Although unemployment 
• ' J : .  
v99  
is serious in Quebed,q,,iI!he 
federal government ;,~as 
given priority to figl~ng 
inflation, thus aggravq~Jng 
the jobless problenl~? in
Quebec, Leger said. 
U.S. paper condemns 
Quebec language policy 
WASHINGTON (CP)- The 
Star has condemned what it 
calls the harsh and. op- 
pressive language policy of 
Quebec government. 
"Quebec as a whole has 
been losing heavily since the 
accession of the Parti 
q~ebecois last November 
and will continue to lose 
until these separatist zealots 
are retired from provincial 
office. 
"Bus inesses  and 
pl~uctive residents con- 
tinue to flee to friendlier 
parts of Canada, 
"The antagonist ic  
language law promises a 
further deepending of 
Quebec's chronic recession. 
And thatis only a start of the 
dreary consequences that 
~ll  have to be totalled up 
should the separatists 
succeed in fragmenting 
Canada." 
The Star notes that 
preservation of French- 
Canadian language and 
culture is a desirable goal, 
but adds that "culture is 
overwhelmed bycoercion in 
fourth and harshest 
language law to be adopted 
in Quebec in the last 
decade." 
After listing examples of 
defiance of the new 
language law by the Mon- 
treal Protestant school 
board and by northern 
Quebec Inuit, the newspaper 
says the trend toward vicil 
disobedience may not 
continue "because of the 
five-to-one advantage n- 
joyed by the French- 
speaking majority of the 
province, the provincial 
government's control of 
school funds and the law- 
abiding habits of most of the 
aggrieved citizens." 
What 
is  a 
J 
Town? 
/ 
i 
m ~ *~0 
A Town 
~e4 
is a group 
of people. ,:'. 
.:!: 
It is schools. 
It is town government. 
It is churches. 
It is industry and jobs. 
It is retail businesses. 
1hal all have to wed( together. 
All must have the supped of the peopb. 
Or there is no town. 
Give your local merchant a chance for your business. You 
shouldn't spend your hard earned money with him unless his 
selection is adequate and h!s price competitve. 
But give him the first opportunity to make the sale. 
For the local retailew pays the highest percentage of local taxes. 
He most often is th'eclvlc leader who dedicates his time and 
#alents to his town. He is contacted first for contributions to 
charitable prolects. He provides lobs. Without his store you 
have no town. 
Give the local merchant 
a fair shake. • 
I 
This message ooudesy of 
THE TERRACE DALLY HERALD 
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In brief: 
Waiting for strike 
VICTORIA (CP)- Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
Minister Rare Malt says he is waiting to hear from B.C. 
Government Employees Union general secretary John 
Fryer on his appeal for co-operation if liquor store em- 
ployecs go on strike. 
Msir unveiled a plan Tuesday that would see liquor 
distribution taken out of government hands, so hotels and 
purchase beer, hard Hquor and wine. 
The minister said that the plan would ensure that the 
16,000 employees in the hotel and restaurant industry 
wouldn't be affected if the liquor store employees 
component Of the BCGEU '.decide to strike. 
• Malt said Wednesday he has talked to Fryer about it, 
~. and will be discussing it further, with him, but declined to 
go into any details. 
Cancer covered 
VICTORIA (CP)~ Human Resources Minister Bill 
• Vander Zalm promised Wednesday that prostheses for 
' brant cancer .victims will be covered s~n under his~ 
f i ministry's universal pharmacare program. 
NDP MLA Rosemary Brown Vancouver-Burrard had 
earlier, asked the minister during question period if such 
provision could be made for those women who have 
undergone a mastectomy, asthey are necessary inmost 
cases and not just a cosmetic. 
" Vander Zalm said he agreed they wore necessary, and 
kr  said the proposal has already received top consideration 
from ministry officials. 
He wasn't able to fix a definite date as to when they 
would be included under the plan. 
• More fires 
OTTAWA (CP)- There were more forest fires across 
Canada this year from April to July then over the same 
,period last year, but fewer acres of forest were burned. 
released Wednesday by the Forest 
Research Institute of Fisheries and Environment 
Canada show that 7,164 forest fires consumed 1,591,000 
acres while last year 6,386 fires destroyed 2,303,000 acres. 
Yearly averages for the corresponding period over the 
last decade were 5,898 fires and 2,159.,000 acres. 
Lines severed 
: .NMROBI, Kenya Reuter , Ethiopia severed 
"diplomatic relations with Somalia onWednesday and 
AgeddisVe Somali diplomats 48 hours to leave the country, 
Ababa radio reported. 
I t  quoted the foreign affairs ministry as saying that 
diplomatic relations between Ethiopia and Somalia 
serve no useful purpose "in view of the continuing war of 
lnvesionwhieh t e Mogadishu regime is waging against 
Ethiopia.': 
The ministry said. the Somali government had 
"trained, armed and infiltrated bandits and terrorist 
-~onps to carry out acts of sabotage, terror and murder 
~th in  Ethiopia," the radio added. . _ . 
The ministry statement said that on July.23, the ~omau 
governmentlaunched ':anunprovoked naked aggression 
against Ethiopia by using its regular ground forces an~ 
air power." 
• "Since that date a fnil-seale was has beenra~ing 
between the invading g/~und and air forces of Somalia 
and the defending Ethiopian forces." 
. The statement said Ethiopia has limited its defenee to 
its own territory and has "exercised the utmost self- 
restraint, not to exacerbate the. situation." 
Following the Somali decision to walk out of last 
month's mediation attempt, by the Organization of 
African Unity in .Libreville, Gabon, subsequent 
declarations and activities of Somalia shOWed that "it 
has opted to continue its aggression against Ethiopia," 
the foreign ministry said. 
For this reason Ethiopia decided to sever diplomatic 
relations with Somalia effective Wednesday, the 
statement said. 
Scratch insanity 
~VANCouVER (CP)-.Forensic psychiatrist Dr. John 
Duffy of Vancouver said the legal plea of not guilty by 
reason of . insanity sbonldn't be allowed, 
• Duffy, who is also executive director of the Forensic 
Psychiatric Commission,. told a service club Tuesday 
normally, and ff found gnilty, he sent o prison. ,, : 
Then, ff they are so mentally ill they have to come.to 
hosD~f~ly sald~ yhShp°r~o dposb~hls~d~:  LahweRe~ao irm d'
Commission. 
Dr. Duffy told the Rotary Club that people too often use 
mental patients as scapegoats and this results in 
.widespread fear of the mentally ill. 
"People get scared when mental patients are released 
from hospital," Duffy said. "But we don't release them 
ff they're going to. cause harm. 
"If.a mental patient is going to commit a crime it.is in 
the first acute phase of the illness." 
Idi gets .surgery 
': N'AIROBI,Kenya Rueter-President Idi Amin of 
Uganda underwent surgery bya...Soviet mod.ical_ expert 
Wednesday for an undiaclnsea mnese, x~aa~o uganaa 
"reported. . . 
The radio said doctors at Mulago Hospital in ,Kin.pals 
declined to disclose the nature of the president s illness. 
• The radio said Amin, admitted to the hospital earlier in 
the day, was' accompanied there by the Soviet am- 
haseador to Uganda, Yevgeniy Mousslkyo; another 
Soviet embassy official, two military officers and four o~ 
his children. 
' Hunger strike 
~ PARIS RUETER-A member of France's enate has 
gone On a hunger strike because she has been replaced by 
, a man for a senate lection. 
Janine Alexandre-Debray, mother of left-wing author 
Regis.Dobrny, began a fast none days ago and now is 
:very. ill, her husband,. Georges, said Wednesday. 
He told reporters in a statement that his wife, a 
member of President Valery Giscard d'Estaing's 
Republican party,~is making the protest "in the name of 
the respect of women's rights to a political life." 
The Repiblican party has put forward 
DEPUTY+Christisn Taittinger for the Sept. 25 senate 
election instead of Mrs. Alezandre-Debray. 
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BIG JOB, BUT STUDENTS OLDER GM won't bend 
Principal returns to first post to rust rule 
BY DONNA VALLIERES This semester; there has OTTAWA (CP)- General committee of federal and 
HERALD.STAFF WRITER been a turnover of about 1:15 
Caledonia senior, secon- students which Stern Motors of Canada says it provincial officials has been 
will not make patting the final touches to it 
dary school opened its doors described as "quite large" a corn- 
to both new and returning for the total number of mitmant to. meet new before it is released, 
students Tuesday and st the students enrolled, federal-provincial rust probably by the end of the 
same.time welcomed a new. Caledonin will he seeing a resistance standards on its month. 
• " principal to the staff, few changes this.year, with despite threats of Federal officials ay there 
Bill Stern~,. a former Mary Sedgewiek, Walt legislation to make the is agreement with their 
/, principal of Skeena Junior Meintyre, Hugh Powers and industry toe the line. provincial counterparts that 
Secondary took over the Inn Jordan jeinging the The voluntary code, in- ff the manufacturers and 
t p~t  _as .  a temporary staff, and a new scheduling trndueed by the federal importers do not meet the 
jonn tmstin who is on leave system which allows the 'government this spring_, standards ~ the .voluntary 
of absence, students to program their would require 1978 cars and code, legislation will 
trucks to last at least three obably have to be breugbt 
Stem said he enjoying ownclasses andchoose their years without serious body g 
working with the same own teachers: students he met while at Students will also be rust and. a minimum mx . !'It's because of attitudes 
Skeena and is looking for- taking five course per years without structural like that of General Motors 
ward to the season ahead, semester, ather then four, damage from rust that that we may have to go 
• ';I think this is Just .an study periods have been might interfere with vehlcle ahead with legislation," 
excellent facility," he said. eliminated except for some operation. By 1981,.vehicles aid a federal official. GM 
I , "It's a big Job, but the ' grade 12 students dealing would have to last flve years is the largest Canadian 
witha heavy acedemicload, without serious body rust. manufacturer with about 50 
students are much more Nick Hall said in an in- percent, of passenger ear 
mature than at a Junior Only one new~eourne will 
secondary level, more be added to ~he school's terview that ruaf-reaistant production. 
responsible. So far I'm curriculum a, grapic arts materials have been built Only the Ford Motor CO. of 
enJoytng.thatatmosphere" course, b~t  Caledonia into new vchicles in1977 and Canada, whose sales have 
Strnn first began tea~g already has a total selection 1978 model years. But the suffered in the last few 
" at .Skeena in 1964 before of .85 different-courses, company would be yeors~ because of adver~. 
going on to teach in Kitimat. which Stern diseribed as "a gnaranteehemforaspeciflc publicity about alleges 
Since then he has held large nomherfura school of time because.most blame premature rusting of its 
this size." for early rusting was with products, has said it can 
various posts in Kimberley The school ~ will also owners who. did not give meetthe code 
and Smithers, returning to Skeeua two years ago. continue with the work malntenance.their vehicles proper requirementS.Ford intr uced .a 
"I t was ironic to come experience program, 
back to the some school designed to familiarize '.~here's no way yon~re warranty last year for its 
after.12 years," he said. students with employment geing to get me toadmittoa 1977 cars guaranteeiug them 
altenatives, under the time frame," Hall said., for three years against rust 
Aside form having at cope with many problems of direction of Audy Barr "You can't put a time on it performations. 
getting the school and the district coordinator, because ach owner treats Chrysler of Canada, 
students organized after the Stern Ls apso preparing, his car differently." narrowly ahead of Ford in The owner's manual in car sales, this year, has so 
summer hreak, stern, said for. an. external provincial GM cars now rolling off far. declined to state its 
he is having to familiarize aeeredklatiun study which 
hinself with the staff and wlllbecarriedoutsomedme assembly lines states position on the rust code. specifically the warranty . Manufacturers as well as 
with senior secondary in October. They study will curriculum, evaluate the school in terms does not cover damage to importers, who are also 
the.  body from an- covered by the standards set 
Caledonia has a staff of 30 of Department ofEducation vironmental causes, in- down in the code, blame 
working with 66 grade 10,11 standards, eluding sa l t . . ,  increased use of salt and 
and 12 students who come But Stern emphsiszed he Consumer Minister Tony improper vehicle main- 
from as far away as lskut is looking forward to the Abbott introduced the draft tenanco for the corrosion 
and Telegraph Creek to challenge of being principal . response,to thousands of problem. 
Bm Stern attend the schools, at Caledonia. complaints, from_ owners But the federal depart- 
alleging their vehicles had merit says muck of the 
rusted prematurely, blame lies with. the 
It was endorsed at a manufactuere for designlng 
Tenders Warmer atmosphere ministersferencefederal'pr°vincialin°f JulyC°nsumer ndC°n'a colect.b°xedCars with eas whereCreviCeSsalt andcan 
called in kindergartens... CtStEER 
for wharf Some Kitimat kin-" In the .past children en-K l lda la  and Nechako OPPORTUNITIES 
dergarten students won't tered, kindergarten, in schools, ~ help children, . " " "'*' , 
have to face that scary consecutivegronps until all parents and teachers ~ .................................... 
Tenders have been called moment when parents leave were present. The school communicate better. ~ M ~  
the federal Department and they find themselves in board feels the "new entry Regular classes will begin 
d~VPublie Works for repairs ?a roomful of sh'angers. , model", pioneered sue- next week when all chldlren 
wharf,t° PrinCesaidRUpert'SskeenaCOW Mp,Bay morantKildala'andNeChak°'Roy WilcoxC°r" eessfully in 1976-77 at have been interviewed. Career Opportunity 
lona Campagnolo,.onbeheif elementary schools have and  owded ' Sa les  
on Public Works Minister, adopted a new method of more  c r  
Judd BUCHANAN. kindergarten entry. Each *..  
The tender calls for the child accompanied by a JLU ~ILJL'I-c-I schools restoration of 2,5000 square parent, will have a personal in 
feet of wharf super- interview with" the teacher 
structure. Aging docks will lasting about 20 to 30 The Terrace Daily Herald requires an 
he replaced with new minutes.. Kitimat's school population is out of step with the enthusiastic, reliable person to work 
timbers, but pilings on This gives the child an rest of Canada's. towards a future in advertising sales. 
which the dock rests are opportunity .to become Although most schools across the country shOWed a 
soundandwillnotheplaced, acquainted with the kin- dropinenrolmentin1976-77andareexpectingsmallor 
Public Works officials say dergarten room and his student bodies this year, registration Tuesday in Applicants should be Mat in appearance, 
the aetnal repairs will take teacher in a relaxed at- Kittmat elementary and secondary schools, shOWed haveself management abilities, enloy 
about two months, hut mosphere. While the an increase of 157 students since June 30. meeting people and have the ability to 
additional time is being studentehecks out the toys Bruce Gordon, supervisor of instruction for the generate new ideas. Sales experience 
allowed for the successful~ and.the Lilliputian-sized 'Kltimat School. Board, said the final court of the would be an asset. Your own transportation 
contractor to. gather furniture, hie.parents and studeut populaflen will not be avallable unU] the end of isne¢essary. Fu|llinaofcompanybeneflts. 
materials. Partial service teacher have time to discuss September because, some students are still on 
for pedestrains and .cam- academic expectations, holidays. Gordon said.that the largest percentage of Opportunity ;for Advancements, 
inertial f4bennen will be health problems and the young couples in the Kitimat population steer to other 
maintained "during repair .~ child's special interest and districts probably accounts for the rising enrohnent ' 
work. ability, contrary to the trend in the rest of Canada. 
; IGONTACI": 
SUDDENLY JOBLESS mpmWn.T  c .mE 
' 443O LAZELLE 
Secretaries to federal MPs restless 
O T T A W A C P - M.O s or dieided to retire from the The NDP group is clc~er switched to the Liberals 
secresteries, whose postions political forum, to a union than the Con- from the Conservatives he " i  ~" . . . .  L .A~v~m.v~ A ~ ~.. 
servative group. It has a took along many of his staff. 
are also depodent upon the In a letter to Elmer collective agreement with The aides immediately   m...ee tora ,.re CAREER becoming increas ing  MacKay, chairman of the theMP s that sets out hiring, recieved a boost in pay 
militant aobut their lack of Conservative Parllamen- f ir i~.' and grievance because they were working 
job security, tary cauns, Walsh said the prnef~ures. ; for a eabinet= --. , . ,  O P P O R T U N I T Y  main . .a reas  of the . Sa|i(ries, hOWever, cannot being a minister without 
The secretaries and nssoeiations's concern are be n~tiated with the MP portfolio probable did not 
research assistants can salaries, .working con- becau4~ they are set by a cause the staff's work load 
serve an MP for 20 years.or dltions, training, orientation committee of four cabinet to increase considerable, 
more and suddenly find and sociaiactivities, ministers and the Com- Walsh said. PRESS 
themselves jobless because mona' Speaker. 
their, boss didn't re-elected In an interview Wed- .-Both Wahh and Steeves The cur rent ,~, , .~  APPRENTICE 
nesday, Walsh. conceded agreed that MPs should he for MPs' top secretaries.is 
that job security isa priority allowed to choose theirOWn ;12,598 to $15,89S. TheJunier Golf with many of the secretaries staff and that a uew MP secretaries and.research 
and .research nssistants, SHOULD not he forced to assistants are paid $9,116 to 
espociaily those who may be hire a retired colleague's $11,096, The Terrace Dal ly'Herald requires a 
- the breadwinner of a family, secretary. ' Each MP k allowed three young enthusiastic, reliable person to wu y -"rn " GaryStecves, presidentof Secretaries to cabinet secretaries in his Oftawa work towards , future in the printing 
the P. a r l iamentary  minister and the Opposition office and a fourth in his industry. 
Association of Support Staff.- leader can transfer to the constituency office. 
Golfers wanting to play in the NDP group, also seek public service after two Walsh, who is a research 
the Kitimat Works Sports better job security for ycars service, assistant for Michael Applicants should be mechanical ly 
Association fun tournament association members. Steevea said the Liberals Forrestall,. MP for Dart- inclined and be will ing to accept 
to be held Saturday Sept; 10. Before the NDP have mlsnsedthis ability to mouth.Halifax East, said responsibility. 
at 11 a,m. at Hirsch Creek secretaires formed their transfer ex-alde of cabinet most" of the reaction from ~ 
Gof Course must sign up by group, an hiP could walk minister into the public Conservative MPs to the 
this evening, in to  an. office without service, association was favorable. CONTACf: 
Contestants may sign up warning and tell an aide ".The Liberals are Steoves, who works for 
|4 ! P' onthe clubhouse bulletin you re fired, Steeves said training middle-and upper- Cyril' Symes, member for CANADA EMPLOYMENT cENTRE 
board or call 632-4242. The in an interview, echelon public srevants who some of the MPs were 4530 LAZELLE 
fee is $6 and any Alcan 'Since the support staff are. reoposive to Liberal reluctant to accept he idea TERRACE, B.C. 
employee and family may association was formed ploieies philosophically," he of the NDP association . . . . . .  M , • 
compete. For further more than a year ago, sa id . .  "The reluctance readily ~ : ~ 
Details contact Stun Green dismissed employees must Walsh nothed that when cleared away when we ~ 
at Alcan local 460. he given 30 days notice. Alberta MP :Jack Homer talked to the caucus," 
j . 
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Careful buying 
The deal was irresistable. 
A great big, brand new fridge at nearly a hundred 
! dollars off the regular price just because the finish was 
scratched on one side. And that side would be up against 
' a kitchen wall and wouldn't show. 
There was one problem. 
.The fridge wouldn't go through the door between the 
• kitchen and the living room. A remodelling job by the 
previous owner of the house had left the door an inch and 
a half narrower than the others - not enough to be 
' noticeable until you tried to push a fridge through it. No 
matter which way it was tipped or turned, the fridge 
remained in the living room. 
• .Faced with the prospect of laying it on its side and 
disguising it as a coffee table, the consumer called the 
store and explained the problem. Fortunxtely. the store 
was willing to make an exchange on a smaller, fridge. 
("Fortunately", because the store wan not obligated to 
make a refund or exchange.) 
The consumer had just assumed the fridge.would fit - 
after all, the kitchen already contained a fridge, along 
with the other' usual applieances. What she hadn't 
realized was that the old fridge was slightly smaller than 
the new. one. 
As this consumer learned, successful shopping for 
major appliances requires a certain amount of pre- 
purchase planning: 
' To keep from nsving to abandon your bargain, 
measure before you buy. Arm yourself with a careful 
calculation of thespaceavallable for the new appliance. 
Write down the dimensions and take them and your tape 
measure along to the store. Measure the item you plan to 
buy to see if it will clear hallways., doors, stairways, or 
other obstacles. 
Another point o consider is the cost of installation. 
When re'placing her old electric range, one consumer 
was faced with a choice between another electric range, 
era gasrange on sale for $70.00 less. She was tempted to 
select he gas range sinceshe had a gas furnace, until she 
discovered the cost of bringing the gas line up from the 
basement would far exceed the $70.00 saving. Since the 
electrical connection was already in existence, a simple 
and relatively inexpensive hook-up was all that was 
required for the electric range. Had the cost of gas in her 
~rea been s~gnifieantiy less than electricity, the gas 
range'might.still have been the better buy, as cheaper 
~per|/ting costs'would in' time have offset he more ex- 
pensive installation. 
One of the best ways of preparing for a major purchase 
is to read up on it before you buy. Your local library will 
probably have an assortment ofconsumer magazines (if 
not, suggest they subscribe to some) which describe and 
compare various appliances. 
has, the higher the price will be. Try to select a model 
which meets your needs hut isn't loaded with expensive 
extras you don,t require. For example, you may find 
adjustable racks.in a dishwasher a Useful option for 
which you're willing to pay extra. On the other hand, an 
ice water dispenser on a refrigerator may be something 
yon'll never use. 
All warranties are not created equal, so read them 
carefully. Generally. speaking, the manufacturer's 
responsibilities are limited to the promises made in the 
warranty. Find out if local servicing is available and 
who pays for pickup and delivery if required. A freezer 
which has to be shipped.hundreds of miles for repairs is 
no bargain, especially if you have to pay the shipping 
charges. 
If you're buying freight damaged merchandise, be 
sure to enquire if the warranty still applies. Have the 
salesman write on the bill any verbal promises or 
representations a  to the .condition of the appliance. 
Check the store's reputation with the Better Business 
Bureau or a local consumer group before you commit 
yourself. 
Once you've decided on the make, the colour, and the 
amount you can afford to pay, remember that your only 
assurance of getting agood price is to comparison shop. 
Spare yourself the depressing discovery that you could 
have bought the same thing just down the road for a third 
less than you paid. 
, And don:t he afraid to bargain. Even the biggest and 
e not normally averse to a little negotiating to secure a 
sale. If you're not sure how much of a reduction to seek, 
~YvOffering 10 percent less than the asking price. You'll 
elop a feel for the right amount to offer after a little' 
practice. 
A column by the i)epartment'of Consumer and Corporate 
J Znterpreting the ,,News, I 
Western powers try to] ol   er economies 
accompanied by U.S. monetary 
measures which suggest the Cater 
administration may be deliberately 
reducing the economic pace with 
dofence against tnflation taking 
priority over world trade growth. 
Over the years much of the world 
depended on the United States as the 
leading, market for exports. 
Prosperity in the U.S. ako had led to 
heavy American investment abroad. 
Now large quantities of American 
funds are following a single track- to 
cover the cost of heavy imports of 
high-priced oil. 
Some economists question 
whother, growth targets set at the 
economic summit last May could 
.have been reached, in any case, in a 
short period of months. It usually 
takes a great deal of 'time for 
government measures to stimulate 
the economy to show major results, 
ouch as heavy reduction of unem- 
ployment. 
Callaghan claims that the growth 
targets represented formal un- 
london up-The pace of economic 
recovery has failed to impress the 
British government and Prime 
Minister James Callaghan has 
pabHcly called for fresh strategy by 
the major non-Communist in- 
dnstrializnd countries. 
In two economice summite-in 
Puerto Rico last year and in, London 
last May-leaders of the seven 
countries tried to draw a blueprint 
for bringing mush of the world out of 
economic recession, without 
building new inflationary fires. 
In the May summit, growth 
targets 'were developed which 
Callaghan new says have not been 
met. 
He aim called for a fresh start and 
senior authorities from the seven 
coutriee, including Canada, will 
meet in Washington later this 
montlm to review economic progrees 
and achievements and see what 
further menstWee can be taken. 
. Callnghan has singled nut the 
United Stated and Wgst .~any  as 
U.S., 
the two maser countries which have 
undershot their growth targets. 
In Washington, criticism usually 
has been aimed at Japan as well as 
West Germany, two countries which 
have managed to build up large 
foreign payments surpluses through 
heavy exports while most other 
countries, including Canda, have 
reported big deficits which have 
tended to undermine the value of 
their currencies. 
Both Japan and West Germany 
have announced roftsttonsry plans 
and by 'the time the Washington 
meeting opens at the time of the 
International Monetary Fund 
coufareaee-the wo countr/es may be 
able to demonstrate hat they are 
!zying fur fulfil their economic 
premises while cautionsly seeking to 
.avoid the lnflatiom~y pitfalls. 
• The situation in the United States 
is more soubtful. Earlier en- 
couraging signs that "the U.S. 
economy ispleidng up were followed 
rene/zlly by reports of a slowdown 
By LOUIS D. BOCCARDI 
PEKING (AP) - Chinese 
Vice-Premier Tang I-Isiao- 
ping said Tuesday that 
ef fo r ts  . to  normal i ze  
diplomatic relations bet- 
ween the U.S. and .China 
suffered a setback during 
the visit last month of U.S. 
State Secretary Cyrus 
Vance. 
!~:V 
i ;~ ~': ~ '~. ' 
I 
SAYS VICE.PREMrER 
China cool to each ot[Ler 
diplomatic mission in 
Peking, but the Chinese 
rejected that. 
the Chinese regard Taiwan 
as an internal problem that 
permits no foreign in- 
terference, they would take 
into  consideration the 
spec ia l  cond i t ions  
prevailing on Taiwan in 
trying to solve the problem 
have maintained, nun- 
government contacts, in- 
eluding, substantial trade 
with the island. 
Tang said the U.S. had 
promised to take the three 
actions Chins has demanded 
for normalizing, relations: 
b reak ing  ,diploma tic 
relations with Talwan, 
abrogating the U.S.-Taiwan 
dcfence treaty and with- 
drawing the. 1,9.00 U.S.  
troops on the island. 
Teng said Vance came to 
Peking with a proposal that 
was a retrogression from 
that position. 
He said Vance discussed 
establishing full diplomatic 
relations with China while at 
the same time establishing a 
diplomatic liaison office on 
Taiwan. 
In effect, this would 
reverse the present 
situation. The U.S. has full 
relations with Talwan and 
only a liaison mission in 
In an interview with The with the U.S. 
Associated Press~Tang said . Tong made the comments 
the Vance discussions in a 90minute meeting with 
represented a retreat from 
proposals advanced by executives and directors of 
mrmer president Gerald The AP who are on a 16 day 
Ford  and former state visitto.China. 
• No direct quotations were 
secretary Henry Kissinger. permitted because, Chinese 
Tang made these points in 
the interview, his first since officials said, there was no 
official translation. Tang 
fetoruing to office in July: spoke through' an in- 
- Former president Ford terpreter. 
promised in December, 
1975, that if ~re~ected he Teng said Ford promised 
would break diplomatic during his .visit 21 months 
relations with Taiwan, seat ago that if re-elected he 
of the Chinese Nationalist would resolve the Taiwan 
government, and establish problem the same way the 
them with Peking. Japanese had. 
- Vance discussed setting 
up a U.S. liaison mission in 
Taiwan and a full 
Peking. 
Japan severed iplomatic . Teng said the reverse 
relations with the liaison proposal is urine- 
Nationalists on Tniwan but ceptable because i t  would 
NEWREGULATIONS 
mean continued iplomatic 
links between the U.S. and 
Taiwan, 
Teng stressed that the 
Vance meetingn had been 
cordial and .useful for ex- 
changing views but that 
reports of progress were 
wrOng. 
The vice-premier, who is 
also vice-chairman of the 
Chinese Communist party 
under Chairman Hun Kuo- 
feng, reiterated the Chinese 
'in an internal problem. 
He said the U.S. had been 
responsible for creating an 
impression after Vance's 
visit that the Chinese would 
be flexible about promising 
not to take Taiwan by force 
if the U~. withdraws. 
' He said there is no such 
flexibility on the part of the 
Chinese. 
'~. 
• Asked what would happen 
if the people of Taiwan 
resisted a takeover by the 
Chinese government, Tang 
said this would lead to a 
conflict. 
CNR fears corporate strait jacK ='- 
ottawa CP,Roberts corporatio~.like CN should policy,, developed after porations bill In Parliament 
Bandeen, president of comply ram. governmen~ mo W man uu.ee y.e~s ~ this fail. 
Canad ian  Nat iona l  directions "m a general worg, .woum ser}onsly The policy paper was  
Railways, says he fears nature." . . .  reauce me powers at coarns released in August to allow 
recent federal proposals to Corporatio~ .w.otun .~i~a~ of .direccors. time for comment by the 
tighten control over to submit demuea cap |guees what I fear more Crown corporat ions ,  
pabltcly-owned companies budgets for such i~ms as in that turnlug some of theae Auditor -General  J . J .  
would "put Crown cur- equipment ann wom u need to the cabinet and then Macdonall and the royal 
porations into a strait- ca hinet.approva.t !or any Ll~rough the cabinet o the commission on financial 
Jacket." cahnes m me.he nuogeus.., or the senior officials wo~d management. 
Bundeen said in an in- "You can't a.rgue wire tenomputcorporauonsmto The andito-general was 
terview that CN is a com- their intent!one-me~ nave a s_~aitJacket." .. . ~ strongly critical of Atomic 
mercial operation and to. ~ controls over ,.nanc~ C.N. w omu ~r:une wLm " Energy of Canda Lid, 
should be free to adjust to at t;rown ~do.rporauons, .cerramt.y ~ wast woum AI~OL and its nuclear 
changes in the economy. Bandeen sa . _ . . . . .  nappen m me economy, reactor sale to Argentina, 
Crown coporations should "I don't think mat CN should have the A6EL has said .it will lose 
removing some of the power freedom to adjust its budget have strong boards of about $13 million on the 
of the bcard of directors and tomeet  changing con- directors to keep and eye on deal. 
turning them over to the ditions, Bandeen said. ' handling of spending by corporation AECL s 
executives and prevent poor cabinet or outlet bodies will It is not possible to nuclear eactor deals with 
investments, the CN create the degree of conrol prepare the detailed capital Argentina ant  Korea 
president sa id . ,  that is anticipated, budgets anticipated in the through foreign agents 
A federal policy paper, A better step might be to government policy paper, come under scrutiny of a 
' announced Aug. 18, increase the authority of the "It could lead to ,  meg in- Commons committee. And 
directors and hold them v~tments." : "The Marquis of Halifax writes, 'The vanity .of recommended increased the governmentlaunched a 
; teaching dot.h oft tempt man to forget government control over responsible for the The government has royal .commission to look 
budgets of Crown cur- operation ofthe corportaion, announced plans to in- into financial management 
he m a blockhosd'." . vorations. It also said that he said. The governmer' traduce a Crown car- of Crown corporations. 
dertskings by the summit leaders, 
including measures tofill any gaps ff 
the targets are not met. 
The summit leaders did agree to 
make periodic reviews of thepaee of 
economic recovery and the 
Washington meeting likely w i l l  
concentrate on the role of 
monitoring progros, along with 
recommendations to governments 
on what further action might be 
warranted. 
However, while national leaders 
have a vital interest in the economic 
health of the entire Western com- 
munity, political survival requires 
these leaders to .give prior at- 
attention to national,,1,,,self-interests. 
Some ~untriea may try to bring 
pressure• on the Carter ad- 
ministration to  move faster on 
American roflatien but the current 
indications suggest hat Carter 
intends to move cautiously, with the 
defence against inflation remaining 
the key to his own economic 
strategy. 
Schools 
for crime 
VICTORIA CP The Macdonald said the bill 
prov inc ia l  government ' s  
planned juvenile con- 
teinmeat ceatree will be 
little more than schools for 
crime, former attorney, 
general Alex Macdonald 
NDP-Vancouver East said 
Thursday. 
Macdonald told the 
legislature during second 
reading debate of Bill 55, the 
Corrections Amendment 
Act, 1977, that the four 
contres for hard core 
juvenile offenders would 
give young criminals a 
crash course in 
sophisticated city crime. 
He said tim{ juveniles 
from small communities 
"the whole scene" of 
gmgostitution, homosexuality, 
s and violence. 
Attorney-General Garde 
Gardom, however defdnded 
the plan for setting up the 
eentres as the only possible 
answer to the question of 
what to do with the hard 
core juvenile offenders. 
Gardom stressed that the 
four centre.s, and that the 
overwhelming majority of 
juvenile deliquants would 
not have to be incarcerated 
,in such an institution. 
He said later, though that 
if the number of serious 
juvenile offenders in- 
creased, more centres could 
be set up. 
was retrogressive, that it 
would take the province 
back to the pre-1969 days of 
the Brarmon Lake centre for 
delinquent boys. 
"A heck of a lot of young 
people were unneccessarily 
jailed...and brutalized," be 
said. "Let's not go hack 
down that path." 
The solution to the 
problem, said Macdonald, 
was recommended by the 
Family Law during the 
term of the New Demon- 
eratic Party government, 
and was being initiated 
when the NDP was defeated 
in December, 1975. 
He said serious offenders 
needed "swift, sure and 
short attention...at the local 
level." He said this would 
involve incareration for only 
two days, for example at a 
local hospital. 
Other possibilities, 
-Macdonaid said, ~ were in- 
stitutions on island or on 
large boats, where the of- 
fenders "can't run away, 
but it's not jail and doesn't 
have the criminal sub- 
culture it promotes." 
"Give them a little time 
on the good ship 
rehabi l i tat ion," said 
Macdonald. 
The general problem of 
juvenile delinquency, he 
said is very serious, but "to 
take the wrong step is to 
threat6n society in the 
future..and to spoil lives," 
be said. ' 
No more 
retro-tax 
Any more retoactive tax 
legislation such as is con- 
tained~ in Bill 84 would 
"totally disrupt" business 
reporting systems, B. C. 
charteered accountants 
have told Premier Bill 
Bennett. 
Bill 84, the Mineral Land 
Tax Amendment Act (1977), 
seeks through retroactlvity 
to block minig comPanies in
British Columbia from 
persulng court action to 
recover monies collected 
under the Mineral Land Tax 
Act in the 1974, 1975 and 
1976. 
Dennis F. .Culver, 
president of the Institue of 
Cahrtered Accountants of 
British Columbia, asked the 
Premier on  a letter tp  
remove the retroactive 
aspects of the legislation or 
withdraw the Bill. 
Culver said the Institute's 
concern was based on a 
matter of principle "which 
is fundamental tothe social 
and political structure of our 
province. 
"Our concern is with 
retoactivity of Bill S4,a 
concept which appears 
totally hostile to your 
glovernment's policy of fair 
ay and equity," Culver 
wrote. 
"Futhermore, retroactivity 
in such legislaton in- 
validates the financial 
reports upon which our 
business system is depen- 
dant for management, in- 
vestor and government 
information and action. 
Only a modest extemion of 
such retcactivity would be 
required to totally disrupt 
our business reporting 
system." 
Fastest 
,bed 
SEATTLE AP - Local 
dentist Dr. Patrick Fleege 
has one of the fastest beds in 
town. He calls it Tough 
Teeth. 
Fleege was among the 
winners Saturday in the 
third annual Mattress 
Mayhem Bed Race. _ 
Tough' Teeth was made 
from a Rolls Royce chassis 
with a toothvnst roll on the 
front end. The custom bunk 
took two years and $1,500 to 
assemble, 
The race is conducted by 
the Muscular Dystrophy 
Association. Each of the 26 
teams Paid $300 to enter, 
and othbr contributions 
the charity's total receipts 
to more than $8,000. 
A rebuilt double bed from 
Tacoma took the state 
championship, cruising 
.through the course in a 
record 45.09 seconds. 
Seahawk quarterback Jim 
Zorn was in charge of en- 
forcing racing regulations 
for the event. Zorn, the 1976 
NFL rookie of the year, 
checked for "bedbugs, 
ncspital corners and illegal 
sheets on mattresses. 
1 I 
By GRANT KERR 
VANCOUVER (CP)- 
~here was a time last winter 
he'd been a contestant on 
the Gong Show a few ioo 
many times. 
The former all-American 
from Nebraska had been 
gonged out of the National 
Football League twice. He 
also. had been part of the 
folding of the World Football 
League. 
And just to make it 
complete, the  big quar- 
terback had his proposed. 
•i ]~!// 
f • • i 
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Former losers, Tagge and Lion win together 
contract with Montreal The team's ground game an interview. "The era- Chicago Bears of the NFL Wise. He had agreed to Montreal when both were patterns to be run 
Alouettes of the Canadian 
Football League thrown out 
by the owner. 
Then along came British 
Columbia Lions and their 
new head coach, Vic Rapp, 
and a mutual admiration 
pact which has lifted the 
rag-tag Lions to first place 
in the Western Football 
Conference this season with 
a 6-2 record. 
Tagge, 27, has been the 
catalyst behind," the 
resurgence of the Lions. 
has been a bust, but the 
passing ame ngineered by 
Tagge has overshadowed 
the team's deficiency. 
Twice Tagge has passed 
the Lions to victory in the, 
last minute of a game - the 
last time Aug. 31 in Ottawa 
when he threw 'a touchdown 
to Jim Young with no time 
left on the clock for a 27-24 
win. 
"The Canadian game is 
just perfect for me," 
Tagged said Wednesday in 
pliasls here is on the passing 
game because of the three 
downs, iostoad of four in the 
States. 
"Like most quarterbacks, 
I like to throw the football 
and let the hired hands do 
the work. I'm happy 
playing here and the game 
has become fun for me once 
again." 
'At this time l~t  year 
Tagge didn't know if he had 
a future in professional 
football. He had been cut by 
by 
without playing a down in 
exhibition games. 
It wasn't a new ex- 
"perience for Tagge who, 
after two years with Green 
Bay Pakcers of the NFL, 
was released by Bart Starr. 
He also was with San An- 
tonio of the ~;[ L in 1975 
when the league suddenly 
suspended operations for 
good. 
Last November was 
another time of dejection for 
the native of Green Bay, 
;wearer 1~o for 'the:Terraee'R~sJunlor . . . . . . . .  H ckey: ........... Club ls~ ....... hand- The Reds are entering the PacHie Northwest H~key League io~the d~i  
drawn by the Club's owner, coach and general manager Red L'Es~range. year. P.raetices begin at the arena Monday at 5 p.m. 
Superbowl team looks back 
BY ERIC PREWlTT 
TheAssoclated Press. 
enough to earn coael~ John 
Ralston another trYN~ 
catching Oakland. 
Miller is the new coach, 
perhaps getting the job 
because the New England 
offence he coached last year 
handed th~ Raiders their 
only loss, 58-17. 
The Broncos also have a 
new. No. 1 quarterback, 
Oak land  Ra iders  
remember the close game of 
the 1976 National Football 
League season as well as 
thief runaway-victory over 
Minnesota Vikings in the 
Super Bowl. 
"Every season, there are 
some games  where 
everything oes right, some 
that are really tough and 
osme where things go 
wrong," sayd coach John 
Madden. "In all three, you 
still have to find ways to 
win . "  
Madden and the Raiders 
found ways to win games 
that seemingly were lost, 
such as a 31-28 decision over 
Pittsburgh In the season 
opener, a 28-17 victory ove r
Chicago at mid-season and a 
24-21 win over New England 
in the playoffs. 
.That ability to scramble to 
victory in the otugh .games 
had more to do with the 
Raiders claiming the NHL 
title than their performance 
in the Super Bowl,. where 
everything., went fight, as 
tliey trounced the Vikings 
32-14. 
It also set .the Raiders 
apart from their challengers 
in the American Conference 
West. Denver Broncos, San 
Diego Chargers, and Kansas 
City Chiefs all came close in 
at least one meeting with 
Oakland but finished with a 
Combined 10-6 record 
against he team which .won 
Its ninth, division title in l0 
years with a 13-1 record. 
Denver was second, but a 
9-5 record wasn't good- 
Craig Morton, and former 
Los Angeles Ram James 
Harris is the Cahrger's new 
quarterback. 
The Raiders have all 
theirfront-llne players back 
and. the starters Sept. 18 
against San Diego should he 
the same 22 who started in 
the Super Bowl. Naturally, 
Madden's club is an over- 
whelming favorite again to 
beat he Broncos, Chargers, 
Ciefs and the AFC West 
member, the Seattle 
Seahawks. 
"The Raiders lool~ 
stronger than I've ever seen 
them," .Chargers coach 
Tommy Prothro said after a 
35-7 exhihiton loss to them. 
Oakland quarterback Ken 
Stabler led NFL passers last 
season with 66.7 per cent 
completion percentage and 
2'/ touchdown passes. He 
has .two excellent young 
receivers in Cliff Branch 
and tight end Dave Casper. 
At Denver, Miller takes 
over a team which held 
opponents to 206 points, 
second-best defensive mark 
!in the AFC last year, but 
scored more than two touch-_ 
downs in only six games. 
Morton, whose last NFL 
stop was. with New York 
Giants, will be working with 
one of the league's most 
dangerous running backs, 
Otis Armstrong, and has 
such excellent receivers as 
Haven Moses and tight end 
Riley Odoms. 
San Diego's offence has 
several new faces.. Besides 
Harris, there are his former 
Los Angeles team-mate, 
Bob Klein, .at tight end,- 
former Heisman Trophy 
winner Johnny rodgers at 
wide receiver and Joe has a tough early schedule, 
Washingtonat running facing New England, 
back.• Rodgers and Oakland .and Baltimore .in 
Washingotn may not be the opening month. 
starters but they should But the Seahawks' 
make the Chargers one of building program under the 
the most dangerous teams direction of coach Jack 
in the leagues on kick Patera appears to be 
returns, progressing ahead of 
Kansas City, 5-9 last year, schedule. 
MAKE SKiTING A PLEASURE 
HAVEYOIJR SKATES SHARPENED 
AT- RED'S BILLARDS, 
NO [VAITING ! 
• OPEN 10 A.M..Midnight 
7 days a week 
SPECIAL RATES. for hockey teams THE 
upon request. TERRACE 
IIVHILE IN THE I'~1~,~ 
WEST GO 
IVITH THE BEST 
Through September 
allprovmcm! hi _ way signs 
will be converted to metric. 
SPEEDOMETERS: Most 1977 and all 1978 model cars have speed- 
ometers and odometers calibrated in km/h and km. Sorpe earlier model 
cars have speedometers with dual calibrations. If yoik,speed0meter 
indicates only mph, you may find this conversion scale handy. 
I I km/h o 10 20 30 4o 50 607o 80 co 100 
MPHo lo 20 • 30 40 50  60  
Always drive at the posted speed. It is legal when posted. You'll be sur- 
prised at how little time you really save when you exceed the speed 
limits. 
SOME TIPS: Keep this advertisement or the folder prepared by the 
Ministry of Highways and Public Works in your glove compartment. 
Province of Ministry of 
British Columbia Highways and 
Public Works 
L ,  • 
contract terms with general 
manager Bob Geary of the 
Alouettos, but new president 
David Berger elected not to 
approve the agreement. ' 
"I knew just about nothing 
about the CFL, but I still 
wanted to prove to myself 
that I could play pro ball," 
said Tagge. "When Vie 
Rapp called in January, I 
couldn't have been hap- 
p ier . "  
Rapp was an assistant 
coach at Missoytri in the 
early 1970s when Tagge and 
the Nebraska Cornhuskers 
were terrorizing the Big 
Eight Conference. Tagge's 
top receiver was Johnny 
Redgers, who signed, with 
first-round NFL draft picks. 
Rapp learned about Tagge 
• through one of his assistants 
here, Vince Tobin, whose 
older, brother Bill is per- 
sonnel director in Chicago. 
Bill Tobin, ironically, was 
with Green Bay when Tagge 
was drafted and later also 
was let go by Start, coach 
and general manager of the 
Packers. 
Tagge says his ego "went 
down the gutter" when he_ 
was cut by the ~Bears and 
coming to B.C. was "a  
chance to get it out," 
The 6-2, 220 pounder isn't a 
scrambler despite his size. 
He prefers to drop back in 
the pocket and wait for pass 
receivers. 
"I like the Candadian 
game because the 12th man 
balances both sides of the- 
feld," he said. 
"Coaches go uts in the 
States trying to throw to the 
weak side, but here 
everything seems to be in 
balance. 
"I don't throw to any om 
particular receiver a lot 
because we've got so many 
guys who get open. I'm 
learning more and., more 
about hem each week and I 
flfink they're starting to get 
used to me." 
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PITCHERS" DUEL 
Expos outrun Oubs 
CHICAGO (AP)- Tony a 3-i lead. 
Perez ripped a two-run The Cubs, who scored in 
double and Gary Carter and the third on Larry Biittner's 
Ellis Valentine added run- runscoring double, cut the 
margin to 3,2 with an 
unearned run in the fourth, 
ecoring si~es Wedn~day, 
ruining Rick Reuschel s bid 
for his 20th National League 
baseball victory of the 
season as Montreal Ex~es 
defeated Chicago Cubs 4-2. 
Stem .Balmsen, 8-7, scat- 
tared eight hits through 6s-s 
innings and gained .the 
victory. Rouschel, making 
his secon~ try at his 20th 
triumph, fell to 19-7. 
Reuschel retired the first 
10 batters he faced before 
Warren Cromartie and 
Andre Dawson. beat out 
infield singles with one out 
in the Montreal fourth. 
Pemz followed with his two- 
run double to rlght-center, 
lead. erasing a 1-0 Chicug°alked,__w 
After Valentine 
Carter singled, driving in 
Perez and giving the Expos 
but the Expos regained a 
two-run advantage in the 
sixth on Valentine's RBI 
single. 
Chicago took a 1-0 lead in 
the third when Ivan DeJesus 
Irlpled to right-centre field 
and scored on BiRtncr's 
double down the left field 
line. 
After Montreal struck for 
three runs in the fourth, the 
Cubs got an unearned run, 
making it 3-2. . 
Bobby Murcer doubled 
leading off the Chicago 
fourth and Steve Ontiveres 
walked. Both • runners 
moved.up on Manny Trillo's 
sacrifice. George Mit- 
terwaid then hit a sharp 
grounder to third .and  
Murcer was caught in a 
rundown. 
Murcer  eventually 
returned to third base, 
where Ontiveros already 
was standing. Carter, the 
Montreal catcher, tagged 
both players, but only On- 
tiveres was out and Murcer 
~; ed horn to score, since Expos had no one 
covering the plate. 
Consecutive singles by 
Dawson, Perez and 
Valentine produced the 
Expos' final run in the sixth. 
.Don Stanhouse, who 
picked up his seventh save, 
relieved Balmsen with two 
runners on and two out in 
the seventh and got Jerry 
Morales to rap into a force 
Stanhouse worked out of 
another jam in _the ninth, 
getting Bill Buckner to hit 
into a game.ending forceout 
with runners at first and 
third. 
SNAP LOSING STREAg 
By DENNISPASSA 
TORONTO .(CP)- Dave 
Lemanczyk pitched a six- 
hitter and Gary Woods 
knocked, in the winning run 
with a sixth-inning single to 
lead Toronto Blue Jays to a 
3-2 victory •over Boston Red 
Sox, snapping the expansion 
team's 11-game losing 
stread Wednesday night 
before 31,684. fans. 
Lemanczyk, who hadn't 
won in his las{ five 
American League baseball 
starts, struck out three 
while improving his~ record 
to 11-13. Ferguson Jenkins, 
10-10, took the loss. 
The Jays were down 2-1 in 
the sigth when Roy Howell 
hit a" one-out opposite field 
homer to left,, his fourth 
home run of the season. 
Ron Fairly followed with a 
walk, m~ed to second on an 
infield out and scored on the 
single by Woods, who was 
..:.Jays edge Sox 
recalled last weekend from when Alan Ashby had a one- 
Toledo of the International 
League. 
The Red Sox were trailing 
1-0 in the fifth when they 
scored two runs to take. the 
lead. Jim Rice led off with a 
walk, moved to third on 
Carlton Fisk's double and 
scored when George Scott 
grounded out. 
Butch Hobsonf oliowed 
Scot t ' s  run-scor ing  
grounder, with• a single that 
scored Fisk with the second 
Boston run. 
Scott, who said he was 
"not mentally prepared" to 
play in the two previous 
games, batted seventh in ~e 
lineup Wednesday night, •e 
position in the order that 
apparently .upset him and 
caused friction between 
Scott and manager Don 
Zimmer. 
The Blue Jays took a. 1-0 
lead in the third inning, 
cut, groundrule double .to 
left-centre, moved, to third 
on Tim Nordbrook's ingle 
and scored on a single by 
Steve Staggs. 
Jenkins, a native of 
Chatham, Ont., who had 
retired the, first., seven ' 
Toronto batters, triking out 
three, got Al Woods to fly to 
left for the second out. 
Howell then lined a drive 
toward second that Denny 
Doyle dove for and grabbed, 
saving at least one morerun. 
Lemanezyk, who had not 
won in his last five starts, 
held the Sox hitiess through 
the first four. innings. _He 
issued a first-inning walk to 
Doyle and a fourt-inning 
pass to Fred-Lynn. 
Lemaneyzk got ont of 
trouble in the fourth when he 
got Carl Yastrzemski to hit 
into an inning.ending double 
play. 
MILLION . 
Ali not ready:for matoh 
NEW YORK (AP)- 
Madison Square Garden, 
concerned that Mubammad 
Aliianot preparing properly 
for his Sept. 29 heavy-weight 
title defence against Earnie 
"Shaven, has called .on the 
champion to discontinue all 
activities not connected with 
the fight. 
In 'a letter to Ali, John 
F.X. Condon~vice-president 
for . Garden boxing, 
reminded the champion of 
his $3 million contract and 
called on him to be more 
diligent in his preparations 
for the fight. 
"We are increasingly 
aware of the .fact that you 
are not. diligent in the 
preparation for the defence 
of your world hoary-weight 
championship t i t le ,"  
Condon wrote All. 
Condon cited the fact that 
Ali has missed 10'of the last 
16 days of training and that 
his immediate .schedule 
calls for him to miss several 
more. 
"Reports out Of your 
training camp are that you 
are not in the kind of.con- 
dition you should be in .at 
this stage of your training 
and that the time you are 
spending away from camp 
are for functions and 
assorted activities not 
FLEET FEET. 
related to your bout with 
Earnie Shavers," Condon 
wrote. 
"I would like to remind 
you that Madison. Square 
Garden .had.  invested 
$3,000,000 in your effort to 
defend your title and it 
expects you to dedicateyour 
time.toward being reauy for 
the f~,ht and not engaging in
ours,de activities." 
The letter pointed out that 
Ali had a responsibility to 
the fans to come into the 
title fight in top condition 
and called on him to 
discontinue all activities not 
related to the fight. 
Phillies win on defenoe 
NEW YORK (AP)- Larry plate and continued to third Ohiladelphis added two 
Christenson pitched a two- when right fielder Bruce more runs in theseventh 
hitter, Jay Johnstone hit a Boisclair's throw sailed to when Mike Schmidt tripled, 
home run and Garry the backstop. Greg Luzinski _was in- 
tentionally walked and Maddoxdelivereda two-run McBride scored on a 
single to lead Pheladelphia suicide squeeze by Larry Johnstone was hit by a 
Phlllies to a 6.9. National Bowa, who beat out the bunt pitch.. Maddox .followed 
League baseball, victory for a base hit. with his two-run single. 
over New York Mats 
Homers win it The Phillies jumped on 
Pat Zschry, 8-13, for a ~.  ATLANTA (AP)- Run Cey scoreboard that tied. the 
in the second. With two ou, drove in three runs with a score 2-2. Baker put me 
Bob Boone tripled and rode pair of homers and Dusty Dodgers ahead two outs 
-home on Ted Sizemore's Baker added a solo shot later with his 23rd, ~s shot 
i single. Wednesday night, lifting Los into the left.fiem sea . 
Johnstone hit his home Angeles Dodgers to a 5-2 Reggie .Smith.singled with 
: run in the fourth to make it National League baseball two out in thefifth, Cey sent 
2-1. In the fifth, a single by triumph over Atlanta another, drive over the 
Sizemore, a sacrifice by Braves. centre field fence, staking 
Chris~nson and Bake Mck- r ight -hander  Dennis 
. Bride s RBI-single scored Cey led off the fourth with Lewallyn, 1-0, to a 5-2 lead 
one run. McBride took his 26th home run. of the and chasing Atlanta starter 
'second on the .throw to the 
! 
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World 
The Lucy 
Show 
5p.m. to midnight 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
KIRO 
(CBS) 
ZOOm 
Zoom 
. Once Upon 
A Classic • . 
MscNell. 
Lahrer 
Wodehouse 
Playhouse 
Ul~telrs 
DOWNSTAIRS 
'The Joy Ride' 
Cent 
Special 
"inside the 
Cuckooo's Nest' 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Amerlcena 
Americans 
Women 
Woman 
Kolek 
Kolak 
Kolak 
Kolak 
Ses8me 
Street 
Sesame 
~tr~ 
lOa.m, to 
'~rh~e is :'~'"'~'~ 
• ~ Right ......... " 
Love of Life 
Midday News 
Young & 
The Restless 
Search for 
Tomorrow 
Eyewitness 
News 
As The World 
Turns 
• As The World 
Turns 
Guiding 
Ught 
All In 
The Family 
/Wdch 
Game 
Dinah ! 
Dinah ! 
Dinah ! 
Dinah ! 
! 
I 
THE ORIGINAL . 
FEATURING.  mmmi, rammmi  m l a m  SLOW ELECTRIC 
UKUUK,  LaU ,. sTo, wAR,: COOKm 
L IFTS  OU _. . . .,.., 
table service , i ~ ~ = !  ~ ~  ~i ; . . ' J  
• Fast, easy cleaning L,:,'~',...".... ~ -~,,i";~;~:~': ~ ~ .=~*,+ 
C00  OOOJ  "::" 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
LTD , 635-6576 - 4606 LAZELLE AVE 
Store Heurs: Tues to Sat. 9a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. te 9 p.m, 
I 
.% 
t 
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rF LOOKING OR A JOB 
LOOKING 
FOR 
"The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box ~ Terrace, B.C: 
Phone ~r~357- Terrace 
Subscription rotes: Single Copy 
20 cents. _t,k)nthiy by corrior 
Three Oollers (53.00). 
Yearly by mail In Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
~r  year. 
early by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized os second class mail 
by the Post Office Depertmonti 
Ottawa end for payment of 
~stoge In cash. 
esslneds due 24 hours prior to' 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
;I. Coming Eve~s 
~ - ,  • . .  , . : .  : • : - _ : , ~  
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the I
Knox Unltod Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
Torroce Duplicate Brlclge Club 
.... will commence play each, 
Tuesdoynlght at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4, Caledonia High 
School. All bridge players ore 
Invited to offend. For port.' 
nershlp or information phone 
635.7356. (CTF) 
Thornhlll Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlil. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, 6.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and ,Ith Thur. 
eday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 6,15.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
)~,et every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeeno Health Unit. For" 
more Informatlun phone 635- 
2847 or 635-3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each: 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting. 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 
3442. 
19. Help Wanted 
Responsible person to live In. 
Presence required from 11:30 
p.m.- 7:00a.m. In exchange for 
room and board. Contact Lorno 
Romllly ot ~15.2171 for more 
intermation. (c-S,@ 
DISTRICTOF TERRACE 
VACANCY 
POSITION: Siena II (Part. 
Time) 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
1. Ability to type dO w.p.m. 
with accuracy 
2. Exparlonca In filing, copy 
equlpmont and dictaphone 
opormtlon 
3. Shorthand on asset, but not 
essential 
4. Ability to commualcate 
effectively both orally and In 
written form, and to handle the 
public with tact and courtesy. 
DUTIES: 
Typing, filing, eemo swlt. 
chhoerd rellof, opsratlon of 
pl~etocopy equipment and other 
dotlos as assigned. 
HOURS OF WORK: 
Aoproxlmately 20 hours per 
week, Monday through Friday. 
UNION: 
C.U.P.E. - Local 2012. 
RATE OF PAY: 
~6.49 ,psf hour. 
BENEFITS: 
Competitive mployee benefit 
plan. 
RESPONSIBLE TO: 
Executive Assistant to the 
aerk-Aclmlnlsfrator. 
Applications must be sub. 
miffed to the undersigned not 
later then 4:30 p.m., Tuesday, 
September 13th, 1977. 
O.J. Dorrln~iton 
Executive Assistant 
District of Terrace 
No.5 - 3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2X6 
(c.S) 
'.33. For Sale -'-Misc.-i 
Meeting - Terrace B.P._O:E: New hay for sale: R. Perry, 
(Elks Lodge). First and ]mr 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. Woodcock, B.C. Mailing od. 
o 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple)~ dress: BoX 99, Kltwengo. 
~,,sacend~and Fourth Monday Ot ~ Phon~; '::, ")12'J~49;S404 (p- 
ii~Mo~. : n,8,1o,15,20,sa0,1s;20) 
Te¢race Contract Bridgo Club For Sale: Bunk beds and single 
will begin hi.weekly play the beds. Phone 635-6829. (p.5,6) 
first Thursday in October at the 
Sandman. There will be 2 wood cooksfovos. Open to 
beginning, Intermediate and offers. 635.2485 (o4,5,6) 
advanced divisions. All those 
Interested In playing phone 538- For Sale: Washer and dryer 
1304 or 635.2130. (c.1,2,3,4,5) and new shower cabinet. Phone 
635-3449 (p-4,5) 
14. Business Personal 
Webb Refripration 
4623 SOUCI I~ 6,15-215E 
@ 
Authorized * 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(cff) 
I 
E.W. Landscaping 
Box 4S4, Terrsea, B.C. 
Spaciollzing in Lands, Tress, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care- Imect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contr, et Blasting 
~m 
. EUGEN WOESTE 
(c.20,21,22 end of Sel~.) 
!6. Lost 
Male, part persian, 5 month o!d 
cah Black with white underfur, 
white flea collar, from 3300 
Kenney area. Call 638-1227. (p- 
4,S) 
19. Help Wanted 
General office help required for 
small office. Reesonablo typing 
speed oesontlal. Reply to Box 
1162 the Dally Herald, stating 
exporlonco end salary ' ex- 
~, ,_ (~)  . . . .  . . . . .  
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Iicence and police permit 
required. Canted manager 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (df) 
Wanted - one experienced teller. 
Apply In person to t.ha Bank of 
,Montreal. (o4,5,6) 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 
(TERRACE) 
Teacher's old for protecteK 
dndorgarton class (A.M.) a ~ 
E.T. Kenney Primary 
School. This Is • small class for 
multiple handicapped children. 
Experlenca working with 
children eesentiol. This position 
offers work for four (4) hours 
=er day. 
For furthern Information col 
635-4931 or pick up oppllcatto 
~orms at 3211 Konney: (o 
|,3,4,5,6) 
I 0 
37. Pets 
For Sale: English Springer 
Spaniel. 2 years. Spayed. 
Looking for • farm home. 
Further Information Phone 635- 
2013. (p.4,5,6) 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
Responsible and honest young 
person to sham expenses of 
three bedroom apt. Must have 
references. Phono 638.1250. (p. 
3,4,5) 
Wanted: Mature babysitter In 
Parkslde School area for 2 
children: ages 6 meg. and 5 
years. Hours: 9o.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
for baby. 11:30o.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
for S year old boy $8 per day. 
Phone ~11H820 afternoons. (p- 
3,4,5,6) 
47. Homes for kent 
1 bedroom trailer ;or rent. 
Frldge and stove Included. Has 
table and chairs. Westerhoff 
Apartments, Nelson Rd., New 
Remo. Phone 635<;904. (c.4,5,6) 
For Rent: Large 2 bedroom 
duplex. Wail to wall carpet, 
flrsploce, frldge and ~ stove, 
utility room with wakher• and 
dryer hookups. Located at 
Kalum Drive• AvollabJe Sept. 
15, 1977 Phone 635.5634. (p.5,6) 
48. Suites for Rent 
Available Immediately. 1 
bedroom, Semi.furnished suites 
aeae to town. pllqne 635. 
7310 Or 635-7261 (O4,5,6) 
I 
KEYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
i 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One,! 
two and three bedroom apart. 
moats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
spedous, security lock-up and 
patrol. 
635.5224 
(off) 
3 bedroom apt. for rent. With 
58. Mobile Homes 
I l n l  
12x56 1968 Gonerol Troller. 
Jury shack, stove and fridge, 
washer and dryer. Located In 
Park Ave. troilar court. Phone 
635.s~7 Phone offer 6:3o p.m. 
(p-4,S,6,7,g) 
Rental purchase, 24x56 double 
wide in Pine park. 3 bedroom 
ensulte plumbing. Exclusive 
mastei" bedroom. Storage 
room, living room,family room, 
kitchen; .utility and dining 
rooms. Terms negotloblo.. To 
view at see No. 75 at Ping Park 
Phohe 564.7235 days. P.G. (c.4. 
S) 
For Sale 10x44 house trailer. 
Large glass patio doors. A1 for 
IOOY shack~ work shop, steroge 
shed. Terms SL300 cash Sl,000 
Phone 635.5032-after 6 (c.5-11) 
frldge and stove $185.00. 
Without $150.00. Ready for . 66. Rec. Vehicles 
Immediate occupancy, Phone 
63&lM5 or 635.7502 (IO-4,5,6) 
HILLSIDE LODG£ I 
4450 Utile Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeplng 
4sits, centrelly located. FuII'~/ 
furnished. Reasonable rates by 
day or week. Non.drlnkers 
only. Phone 635.6611. (off) 
49. Homes for Sale 
olrs, large kitchen and living I
ogre with Franklin flreplece,J 
urnished revenue suitel 
wnstalrs. Lovely yard. | 
one 635.5733 after 5 p.m. (P'i 
11,2,4,5,6) J 
FOR SALE 
:remlum constructed 3~ 
)edroom home on tho bench.~ 
Finished basement with private 
mtronca Containing 2additional 
=edrooms or self containing 
~onvenue suite. 
Priced to sell at ~9,500. 63.¢ 
)944 for appointment to view. 
, ,m 
For Sole: 20' mini materhome 
1976 model as new S16,000 or 
offers. Phone 63.$-9561 (p. 
2,3,4,5~) 
For Sole: 1976 17' Vanguard 
trailer 13 months old. Fully 
equipped 849.5584 (c,4,8) 
For Sale: 1975 Vanguard mini 
motor home completely self- 
contained. Sleeps six. Like new 
condition. Phone 435.7202 days 
635.5702 evenings. (p-4,5,6) 
68. Legal 
. _  
SEALED TENDERS, marked 
Extens ion,  E lec t r i ca l  
Distribution System and Trailer 
sarvlces for Ministry of High- 
ways, Maintenance Eetobllsh- 
meat, salvus Camp. will be 
accepted by the Honouroble the 
Minister, Department of Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
Works, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
September 26, 1977. 
Tendering documents may he 
obtained .from Ministry of 
Public Works, 4827 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. and also viewed 
at Government Agents Office, 
Terrace, B.C. on and offer 
(off-) 
jFor Sale: By Owner. We.| 
[finished 3 bedroom home,I 
[fireplace, el~sulte plumblng,i 
IfuIly carpeted and tully land- i
!Scape d. 635.7367 (O.3,4,5,6) J 
Cozy home, close to schools end 
town, 3 bedrooms, large kit. 
chen, dining , area. Full 
basement and carport. Priced 
In thirties. Phone 635.682~ (p-5. 
~) 
55. Property for Sale 
For Sale: 5 acres with House 
and outbuildings. Near town. 
Power and well. Call 635.7394 
September 7, 1977; 
- -  .The lowest or.any tander will 
not necessarily be' accepted. 
(c4,5,6) S 
I I  • 
No running. 
No,walking. 
No exercise. 
No effort. 
Penalty 
a shorter life. 
No argument. 
O Fitness is fun. 
M Trysome. 
' - -  
m 
after 6 p.m..(p.3,4,5,6,7) 
57. Automobiles 
For Sale: 1972 Ford 4x4, V~ ton. 
Wlth rodlsltlres, bullt-ln radio- '  ready to tape deck.' Best reasonable 
offer. Phone 635.4561 after 6 
p.m. and ask for COl (ctt) 
1970.Ford.Custom: Foor)door walk out 
sedan, 382 cubic Inch, 
Outomotlc. $800 or best offer. 
Phone 635-6.235 or 635.~28 (ctf) VANCOUVER (CP)-  
Employees of British 
Transfers - Plates - Sales Tax, Columbia- Telephone Co. 
See Wlghtman & Smith-- could walk off the job at any 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open members, of the 
Saturday. (ctf) Telecommunications 
Workers. Union voted 73 
1970 Sunbeam Arrow, 4 dr. percent in favor of a strike. 
sedan 42,000 miles. Best offer. Workers at Canadian 
Phone 635.7558 between 5:00- Telephone .Supply, a B.C. 
7:00 p.m. "(c.3,4,5,6) Tel. subsidiary, voted 9 90 
1976 Corvette, 350 cu. in. percent for a walkout. 
automatic, 4,000 miles, radio T- Vote results were released 
AS, a & M Shift kit Hurst by the union Wednesday. 
Shifter, Halley and much more, 
Immaculate. $9,500 firm. 635- 
REBUILD RELATIONSHIPS 
We can survive, says Roberts 
. VANCOUVERCP-Canda 
can survive• its . con- 
federation crisis, but it will 
lmve to agree to a large 
scale.rebuilding of federal- 
provincial relationships, 
John Roharts, co-chairman 
of the federal task force on 
unity said Tuesday. 
Rabatn said in an. in- 
terview that he is optimistic 
• llmt Quei)ee wil l  choose to 
remain part of Canda. But 
her added that ir will he a 
di~erent^Canda than now 
exists. 
. ':You'll never put his thing 
hack together the way it 
was. The West wouldn't 
. stand for it and. who could 
blame them?" Robarts aid. 
He refused, to be more 
specific about his idea of 
. what, a.new Canda would be 
llke; 
said the federai govern- 
ment might have avoided 
the present confederation 
crisis if it agreed to a 
redistribution of power 
for it in 1960. 
Robarts, who retired in 
1971 •after I0 years as 
premier of Ontario, was in 
Vancounver to speak to the 
Men's Canadian Club about 
the work of the task force on 
unity. 
The othereo-clmirman, 
former federal cabinet 
minister Jean-Lue-Pepin is 
expected to speak here later 
this month. 
Robarts said the task 
force is committed to 
preserving confederation, 
though not necessarily In its 
present form. 
"We think that some form 
of central state government 
is right for this country," he 
said. 
The task force has the 
authority of a royal com- 
mission, but is hoping to 
complete its work and make 
recommendations ooner 
than is usual with royal 
commissions. 
The task force is giving 
priority to Quebec because 
of its immediate im- 
portanee, but the force will 
not neglect he concerns of 
other egions, Robarts aid. 
The task force wi l l  
examine the option of 
Quebec eepartaing and also 
• the option of Canada staying 
as it is. Said Roharts in the 
speech,• asking whether 
there was "a third option 
which has not yet been 
developed," 
In the interview, he 
elaborated to say that it is 
his personal view that the 
Canadian s(zucture will he 
PAR TAR Y CO VERA GE 
altered considm ,bly. 
He said Otb ~va should 
recognize that tl., provinces 
have all developed 
sophisticated, competent 
governments , apable of 
cleliverying ser~ .-as Ottawa 
imists on admb staring. 
All province~ share, to 
some extent, th alienation 
with Ottawa tl ~t Quebec 
has expressed, ! e said. 
He recalled ~ ze federal- 
provincial meet ~g where a 
debate on cost 5hating of 
one federal- rovincial 
program dagen( 'ated in to 
the political ,|estion of 
what gnvernm¢ ~t's name 
was to be 0 welfare 
cheques• 
"That is a hell )f a way to 
make decisions' hen you're 
governinga co ntry," he 
said. 
Inspector shuts down TV is 
BYMICHEALLAVOIE Most of the 20-amn. crossed and uncrossed his 
renovation crew hired by soft-toes brown loafers. 
propesalsand or '.or striking 
air straffic cant )Hers back 
to work. 
Workers are i stalling 10 
powe~ul new 1~ hts, wight 
television came ~ positions 
and a maze of sound and 
vidoe-tape r cord of 
Commons prece dings• 
Both nations', television 
networks plan to use exerpts 
from the dehat s and the 
dairy Common question 
period in the" regular 
newscast• They" also plan 
some live cove| ,ge of im- 
portant debates. 
the federal works eepart- 
ment wre were without stee- 
toed safety nat. 
There was no protection 
quard rail along the mez- 
zaine floor being built high 
across the south wall of the 
Commons chamber, to ac- 
commodate television and 
radio control rooms. 
Parliamentary debates. 
J.A. Smithh, his blue hard "These workmen will be 
hal  emblazonnd with On-  told they can't work, that's 
tario trillium symbol, drew all," Smith declared as a 
out a sheet of paper .and hatless workd department 
wrote dwon the infractions, supervisor nervously 
OTTAWA .CP-An Ontario 
labor department safety 
inspector strode into the 
dust and disarray of the 
House of Commons .,Wed- 
nesday and put an d~rupt 
though temporary stop to a 
$S million renovation 
• project to allow television 
• and radio broadeusting of 
Smith 's  unannounced 
arrival had meant another 
temporary delay in the rush 
to complete renovations by 
the time Parliament re- 
assembles in mid-October. 
The project was to be 
carried out gradually over a 
few years, but all the work 
has been compressed into 
less than four months. The 
last interruption came in 
August when MPs were 
called haek into session to 
debate Arctic pipeline 
: !  , ~ DENOUNCES USSR - 
Peking supports southeast group 
• PEKING Ranter - China . countries of the Association" Soviet Union for criticizing superpowers, he Soviet 
Union and the U" ited States, the five-nation grouping. 
A commentary carried by 
the New China news agency 
noted that the ASEAN- 
Thai land,  Malays ia ,  
Singapore,. Indonesia and 
the Philippines.- had called 
for the "establishment of a 
zone of .peace, freedom and 
neutrality free from any 
form or manner of in- 
terference by outside 
powers." 
It added: "This reflects 
the desire of the Third World 
countries to safeguard 
national independence, get 
rid of foreign interference 
and their millt ry blocs." 
Last week. China's 
leaders in t Iks with 
President " ~ito of 
Yugoslavia had expressed 
their supp rt for 
Yugnslavia's ton-aligned 
policies and the ,.on-aligned 
movement, Yugoslav 
sources said. 
Today's coma rotary said 
the ASEAN dash : for peace, 
freedom and nc .trality "is 
in sharp contra~ to that of 
the Kremlin to nanipulate 
and control T! Lrd World 
countries m :! their 
expressed support today for of Southeast Asian Nations 
the developing Third World ASEAN and attacked the 
Volunteers need 
• more power 
OTTAWA (CP)- A government-commissioned study 
says private and volunteer agencies need more power 
and authority to help people who get into trouble with the 
law. 
The 220-page study, released.Tuesday, says non- 
government agencies uch as the John Howard. and 
 beth Fry sooietiee need more e our gemen , 
operation and money from federal ana provmc 
- ' - -  governments. CI Tel Thestudy, prepared by a five-member g oup headed und not bo dependent on the organization."_ 
Be  by Judge Robert Sauve of Montreal, president of the _~.,, ~-~- -~ l~ - r . . r  .,,,,~ ~-~.~,'.~' 
• Q uebee Workmen's Compensation.• Board, blasted I~' j~-, ,~__-~._~i __ . c~_. 
middle-level, civil servants for refusing to co-operam 
48. Suites for Rent Graeme Stuart, a com- 
9510 after 5 p.m. (p.3,4,5,6,7) party spokesman, said B.C. 
~) was still willing to  
For Sale: Chev Van S200 P'hone begottate If the union 
• APARTMENTS I 535.21"82.23 Hlllcrest Ave. (p-. requests S meeting, 
4931 Welsh Avenue I 4,6,7) Stuart said if there is a strike, about 10,000 cam- 
Suite 113 | 1974 GMC 3/, ton 4x4. Low pany employees would be 
Terrace, B.C: [ mileage. 635.2231 ask for Lea affeeted~ He wouldn't 
• 4~-.70~ ~ ..... I For Sale: 1976.Datsun F10 front comment on contingency 
wheel drive Hetchback. Must plaus the company may 
Newl,}and3_b~room'sulte~i have in the event of a 
f'or"rent. Frldge, stove; I sell. Phone 635.6916 (p~5,6) 
drapes, carpet., ~e.¢ a~pI  walkout.. 
~;~nc l  I)ool t.able, wlthl 1972 Sports Car 124 Spider Flat 
~e 'n terphone a_nci I 1600c.c.,7,000mllesonrebullt. No strike notice is needed. 
~ .  Absolutely no pets. I Richard 635.2171 or 639.0444 if The strike vote was taken 
* (~)~emmemmmmmmm~ not there, leave message. (p- alter the company refused 
• 5,6) to accept he report of an t glint0 / industr ial  inquiry com- 
a Manor, 56 Mobile Homes missioner which recom- 
I Fu?nlshed or unfurnished Studl~ mended a 45 percent hourly 
Ior 1 bedroom Qpartments. | For Sale: 1968 12'x52' Knight wage increase fun one-year 
ISecurlty enterphone. Sauna.| trailer and 2 Jury shacks, eontract, / 635.4261 / Wx15' and 8'xi0' asking $8,000 Phone 635.7451 (p.4,5,6) BaBe rates were 
I /638.1032 , J unavailable• 
'with organizations engaged in counselling, crime 
prevention, parole supervision and after-care service to 
ex-convicts. 
• Thegroup, set up to study the role of the private sector 
in crilninal justice, .was appointed by federal and 
OVineial •justice ministers a year ago to investigate the 
tlonshipo between some 650 private agencies and all 
levels of government. 
The. report .said many volunteer agencies are 
suspieious of eivil servants and that middle level civil 
servants have been resisting attempts by their superiors 
to establish greater co-operation with non.government 
groups. • ' 
It said many volunteer agencies relying on govern- 
m~ent grants have been hit hard by, continuing federal and 
iJ~ovineial spending restraint programs. 
,~The group offered 27 recommendations, inc.ludlng: 
'6 An 18-month freeze on all staff positions m govenr- 
ment eHminaihiring services and in all private agencies 
while new financing arrangements are developed. 
. . Negotiation of an agreement between governments 
and private agencies on division of responsibilities, with 
Ottawa and the provinces formally coma;ring them- 
selves to the principle of encouraging greater use of non- 
government groups in criminal justice. 
Palmy days, meaning prosperous or happy da: ;, comes 
from Roman times when gladiators received pain branches 
as rewards. 
B. tmh Co]umbra 
Fvres~ Ptodu=ts Un lad 
BOSTON BAR - SIMMILL DII:ISION 
Requires 
MILLWRIGHTS 
TQ preferred. Coastal IWA rates and mnefits 
apply. Telephone applications accept( h Cal! 
cel led to Douglas Dan;riB at (604) 667. 214. 
Do It Now 
Ambitous boys or girls to do carrier uminum 
routes. 
Good experience and earnings for the 
right persons. 
I~one Mr. Lohdle 635-8357 
The Termae Daily Herald 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 shoots only.. ~ . '~  
THE DALLY HERAU 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoo 
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COMICS 
the dai ly herald 
OH THE L IGHTER SIDE 
The Wizard of Id 
Boner's Ark 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
~r THAT2G NOT ~OTOL~I-t.'~ 1 - - - - - - -  
I FEEL c-~3RRY' FOR CAPTAIN IAP_.'~; BEEN I~lN~ IT / ( 
BONER. PAY AFTER PAY BE ~,O L.OH~,~F_.. C_...OULP ] l u,qc~, 
Pt,tT£; IN LON~, TEN~;ION-j >ROBABI~V ~ IT / I  .Y_?,5,'2 
FILLED Bc~R~ AT-rl~e A ~ ,~  I-II~; ~eP/ /  I Hut~= 
' - -  - N , Y 
by Addison 
B.C. 
~f~ ~ ~'Fw.~ m~,mJ,,~. + 2~..s TM 
E TNA~C:~.~N~ 
RT" 1~ Td~ 
Hagar the Horrible 
Doonesbury 
by johnny hart 
C Ec~T~e LAST C~q~ T~I~ Me~,N~.~ .... 
Crossword 
8 Duct 
9 Medical 
org. 
19 Ending for 
man or tan 
12 QuastionS 
19 Noun suffix 
9-1 Neckpieee 
38 Seek flax 
20 Philippine 
Moslem 
26 Winglike 
~7 Smooth 
28 Box 
20 Peel 
30One of the 
Beam 
31 Beetle ' 
by Eugene Sheffer 
ACROSS 43 Defeat, in 
1 -- Burrows bridge 
4 Lettuce 44 Footless 
7 Russian . animal 
tsar 46 Staircase 
11 Persian st 
fairy • 56 ~n~ite 
13 Shade tree 53 Compete 
14 Title 55 Mountain 
15 Climb, in in Moab 
a way 56 Sewn 
• 16 Female ruff (Her.) 
17 Russian 57 Purpose 
ruler 58 New 
18 Growing Mexican 
out ' resort 
20 River to 59 Added to 
60 River in 
Ireland 
61 y~wte  
DOWN 
I Church part 
2 English 
dramatist 
3 Assam 
silkworm ~ 
4 Start for 
away or 
a~ce 
5 B~blical 
name 
Flat ledge 
7 Periodic 
the 
North Sea 
Sense organ 
24 Stiff in 
manner 
2S Scorned 
32 Soap 
plant 
33 Young 
salmon 
34 High hill 
36 Persia 
37 Malicious 
burning 
39 Renew 
41 Former 
California 
governor 
I Z 3 "///~ 
t$ 
18 
 NN" 
29 30 
55 
51 
Avg. solution time: 24 rain. 35 Thing, 
A]SIHIEBITIOIRBBMI 115151. in law 
5[PIAINBBEIWIEBBOITIOIEI 38 Forty winks' 40 Oriental 
coin 
42 New 
45 To feed 
47 Baby IA]CIE/ISI I INICIEIISI, IP[ (Scot.) 
48 Black 
49 Mislay 
50 Viper 
IA G OIGIITIOIOITIHIAINIDI 51 Wood 
ITIUINIOmHIAIG mEIVIOIEI apple 
[SIEIEINBBAITI EmI~EIDtEI 52 Large bird 
. . . . .  54 Netl~edund 
$0 51 52 
Answer to 
N 
/esterday's puzzle. 
17 
| 
~5" 56 
~4 ~F 
56 
.by Oik Browne s, "-'_- ~, w--  
+ 
By Abigail Van Buren 
@ 1977 by The Chicago Tdbune-N.Y.News Synd. Inc. 
Xmas Tree Marks 
comnlune 
3 9 10 
25 ~6 21 
q7 ')8 ';9 
i 
by Garry Trudeau Day Dad Left 
(X/~4Pf-A~ f/~ //L~ ~ P~ ~T/- DEAR ABBY: A reader wrote in asking what you 
(7O~//~..~N" T/(/VON, /~F/NSAt~3 FEf~?)~7./ ~ ' l~ .R!  thought ofpeople who still had their Christmas tree up in 
~'M/~/NIP/tf£ A~Z'/Vl  (~/~J/~IN /tEA/~,LI/~M~ ~/]/#~7//4T , N~,N0, May He suggested that perhaps the men in the white 
t/~//61~,~J~f~ RF.A/J.Y / "  .4N/~/~ ~tB,t$~,807" PEf.,cEC'RY~#R - /Tr3NTT/~ coa~ carrying butterfly nets should be called, rmglad.:)'ou 
7A/:~.4 P/~ 50~ / /g/}V~ 7/E/~/~ I/~VB/T60T //N5 ~/~ C~.g,4~Ei~/ didn't join in and ridicule the people whose tree was.stillup 
V/R#0F T~R- ~T--~.. / 57RFF70'BE Aq~/tt/N~ 70. 7tf/~/ ~,  .~ l f~/  because ours has been up longer than theirs. 
_P/N~S / ~-~ __ /_..=_ ] ___  = ~ /  ~m / ~!  : ~ / My husband isappeared on December 22nd, 1975, and 
~ ~  ~ ~ no one has heard aword from him since; He helped me put 
up our Christmas tree on the 20th of December, and our 
kids (now 6, 9 and 10) keep begging me not to take the tree 
down %mtil Daddy comes home." 
It's still up. My hopes are fading, but you know how kids 
are--they never give up, God bless them. 
ALL CRIED OUT 
DEAR CRIED: H prayers will help, be assured yo u have 
mine. 
DEAR ABBY: Seeing that you answer ever~g from Catfish ,+  z, i,was wondering if you'd stop at ~D for doge. by Rog B011en: I have a problem with mine. I-Ies an 8-month-old 
• - shepherd-a terrific dog, but I can't seem to houcebreak 
-~~-~)  -- q+ He is not dumb, but I can't seem to get the idsa across'to I' F ? - )11  him that he has to wait untilsomeone l ts him out. 
O ~=r Abby, I have read dog books and followed every 
suggestion i the book, from rubbing his nose in the mess 
to spanking him within an inch of his life, but nothing has 
worked for me. , ' 
I hope youql print this because there must be a wny to 
housebreak a dog that works, even though it's not in n 
book. DESPAIRING 
DEAR DESPAIRING: My canine consultant suggests 
that you establish a"routine" by walldng your dog at set 
~///////~/~//#//#~]+++ r ~/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /++ -~;~-" - - "+ ' - :~  _ ~:+. .+. ; ; ; :~ .~.  
The Amazing . . . . . . .  SPIDER-MAN ' 0ryptoquip ' . 
~ ~ 2 ~ O ~ !  ~'~ ~~_~_~_L2:T / .~  ~ Z KYYS  V K Z ZCT T PLRV ONTZ 
K~.~ I I II ~ ~,~]~l  I ItS, me Km~,RN i ss r /u . ,  ON H~s $1~e!J r~"Tl~,. ~ J ~ " ~  ~.  | ~ ' Yesterday s Cryptoquip--RAUCOUS CROW CAWS AS TEN- 
" ~* ~ . "rHi~ BO55 Of = 
~ / ~ ~ =  ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i  Today'sCrypioquipclue:SequalsY 
The Cryptoqsip is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
'x~l~ letter used stands for another. If you.Udnk that X equals O, It 
~ - ~ ~  ~ ' ; ' i ' ~  ~ ~  ~ will equal O throughout the puzzle. S+glelettsrs, sbertwo.r.da, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locaung 
vowels, Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
Your individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR Ti~JI~DAY, 
ARIES 
(-ur.- to^w.-) 
~p,y ~,~¢ed. t~. day 
favors the completion oz new 
plans, revising procedures for 
the balance of the, week and 
completlngall "unfinished 
b~ess . "  
TAUSUS U y" 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Shrewd analysis before 
start/ng day's program wil ! 
prevent errors, wasted time. 
Ika't Just accomndate; rather, 
be dmosoy, selective in your 
eadeavors.. 
ohm 
(May 22 to June 21) 
YOU may receive several 
unusual suggestions. Accept 
ou~ those worth their salt, Be 
earefal, however, not to 
overlook something helpful 
41m~gh mi~aleulatiou. 
(June 22 to July ~) 
There will be nothing dazzling 
about his day, yet it offers you 
~i muitiinda of benefits ff you 
lock in the right places. Use 
your fine know-how. 
(Ju~ 24 to Aug. 23) 
Fine solar influences support 
your beet endeavors, timulate 
your talent& Some excellent 
opportunities indicated. Go 
,~ward e~dant~. 
(Aug. ~ to Sept. 23) 
Watch expenditures of time 
und.sco" attitude could only 
stifle enthusiasm on this 
somewhat problematic day. 
SAGITrARIUS ~¢~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Continuing good Influences 
favor original ideas, advanced 
methods and clever strategies. 
A good period in which to put 
over unusual Ideas. 
CAPRICORN 1 ~ .  
(Dec. 22'to Jan. 20) 
To be successful now, ideas 
und plans need not be on a large 
scale. A series of well done 
"little Jobs" could add up to a 
very important whole. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 7.~9~'1 
Stellar aspects indicate aday 
of successful moves and plans, 
but all will require know-how, 
diligence and painstaking., ci~e: 
Don't launch Into unclwr|ou 
seas. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Here is a time for 
reevaluating, "pulling over to 
the side" to determine if you 
can improve your  ./ s i tuation 
through new ideas or methods. 
Be eager to meet new 
challenges. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
intellectually inclined, affable 
by nature and a bum producer. 
You have a strong drive and, if 
you choose business as a career, 
would make an outstanding 
success in banking, 
manufacturing, railroad en- 
terprises or promotion. But you 
are extremely versatile, and 
and assets. Know why you are may fit yourself for a career in 
doing what you ARE deing, and the theater, where you could 
its consequences. Don't run  shine as actor or producer. If 
with the crowd; neither ignore you should take up the law, you 
its influence, will probably wind up in the 
,LIBRA 
(sept 94 to oct. ~) -~='  
Allow for some delays in 
carrying out your program but 
don't create them needlessly 
yourself. Crisp, consistent 
aetiou needed to top the com- 
pat/tion. 
scom,,o nl, lP 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
Keep~ mav~, andwith 
wen.pkaned esign. A wait 
world of politics or 
statesmanship. In the arts, the 
best outlets for your talents are 
writing or music. No matter 
what career you choose, 
however, you will always be 
trustworthy, diligent and 
meticulous in handling details. 
Birthdate of Lodevico Ariosto, 
Ral. poet; King Richard I (The 
"Lion-Hearted"), of England; 
Peter Sellers, film star. 
t imes of the day. Hhe  does what he's supposed to do where 
he's supposed to do it, reward him with a treat. And if he 
messes in the house, scold him in a harsh tone and "show" 
hlm why you are displeased. He~l catch on. 
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for trying to educate the 
public concerning the handicapped. 
My wife and I are both deaf and mute {please, not "deaf 
and dumb"} and we use sign language to communicate with 
each other. 
The reaction of some umnformed people we encounter in
places of business would astonish you. 
I'd Hke to repeat avery old, but true story to make my 
point. One afternoon two fine Boston gentlemen were 
hanging onto the straps of a trolly. L~low them were 
seated two deaf-mutes, conversing in sign language. 
One of the straphangers whispered to his friend, "I'm 
curious about something," whereupon he took a note pad 
and pencil from his pocket and wrote, "CAN YOU 
WRITE?" Then he handed it to one of the deaf-mutes, who, 
after studying itcarefully, slowly drew from his pocket an 
elegant, expensive fountain pen, emerald in color and 
~immed in gold. Then, with a grand flourish, he penned a
few words on the note pad and handed it back to the 
standing entlemen. 
Imagine their chagrin when they read in exquisite 
penmanship: "CAN YOU READ?" 
AXEL WINTERLANE 
DEAR AXEL: Beantifull 
DEAR ABBY: After years of reading your column you 
finally pushed the "write" button. 
To PUZZLED IN FLORIDA who can't find anyone to do 
her repairs or remodeling, here arc some reasons for the 
shortage of good professional craftsmen. 
Many people have the idea that people who wear work 
clothes hould work for peanuts. I charge $12 per hour and 
do top.quality work. After I pay the expenses ofmy truck 
and tools, licensefees, insurance, tc., i'm lucky to have $9 
left. And considering the time I spend, without 
compensation, making up bids, talking to customers and 
material suppliers, and doing paper work, I might net $7 
per hour before taxes for the 2,000 or so hours I spend 
working hard in a year's time. 
People who ask for estimates on remodeling or repair 
jobs are sometimes slow to make up their minds• They 
think my time should be free, but they gladly pay $30 to 
$50 per hour to talk to a doctor, lawyer or accountant. 
When people learn to treat professionals inwork clothes 
with as much respect as they treat professionals in suits 
end ties, good craftsmen will be easier to find. 
TIRED OF PEANUTS 
DEAR TIRED: Hooray for your side. I couldn't agree 
more. 
• DEAR ABBY: My wife's widowed mother has made her 
home with us for the past 22 years. She was not a built-in 
babysitter for our children or a servant. (Fortunately we 
have always had help.) 
Lately my mother-in-law has become difficult to live 
with, and even violent• Her health is failing fast, and she 
constantly accuses us of trying to do away with her for her 
'~noney." (She doesn't have any.) 
She has made such a madhouse out of our home that our 
teenage children can no longer have their friends over. My 
wife and I have discussed putting her mother in a fine rest' 
home, but my wife's only worry is, "What will people say i! 
I send my own mother away to be cared for by strangers?' 
If you have a commqnt on this, I would like to see it in 
print. NAMELESS, PLEASE 
DEAR N.: Elderly people who pose such problems in the 
homes of their children should be cared for in a rest home, 
if possible, for their own sakes and those of their children. 
Df all the reasons for refusing to send her, "What will 
people say?" is by the far the poorest. 
 ,T,M,r . W/IS/T/a/  
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Sawmill to be 
Built Soon at 
New Itazelton 
it* nllln el'as Ilroand town a few dliys 
iilili wtl#k lilokhll hito the pe~lbblll- 
tick ~ff t~ial,ll~hhig u lmw nill l nt this 
Wdllt. lh~,hxfhed livel" lhe timher nail 
the Iiv, lhihle lilies for tt lalll. He hall 
fl,Ulilt whiit he WalllS nnd It  Is reported 
that lie Is now lirrelightg for the ahli~ 
,,f ihn niaehhlery lltlll .~ew lhl~lton,  
'l-'hl~ liliiher to lie cut e.~ltetidlt aloof the 
foot. aild lower resehes of ltocber de 
lllllile nllatntohi, q2heve Is 7 SUltply to 
lil~t quite it few Yearn nlal t ts lirapoa- 
ed hi ertl, t li mill with il ealliielty of 
L~(I.qJO0 fee[E ller dill'. I t  fs expected to 
huve thf, ldStlt ,,peratlng thi~l fall• 
NEED MOIRE SCHOOL ROOM 
311~L~ I, Itlchardlioe relllrl%ed Frldn 
:llIht Irmil %'llliCmlver to hike ehtlrle 
. f  Ihe' Neu: tlllzeltoli st, heal. At the  
llnie of gldng to press there were 39 
ehlhlren lit sehls,I and mitre to sortie, 
It hs',ks like a soesnd sehcol room for 
New lla'~ell~en next year. 
Usk 
Skeeaa'a Indmtrft l  Ceatrs 
31f~,t Violet Whltlo~ came home lm 
Thllr~lay for" at few dnya before tak- 
Illll o:i'l~¢h,Iol' work egula. 
-'til~-'~ Petrn Lhtdland . f  Vallceuver 
~vas ,i vi.~ltor ef MI~ h'eae Dnrham 
hl~t IFrhlliY. • lenvlnl~ 14aturday far 
Honlh Bank where she will haw chare 
of the taddle school. 
311~.,~ J. M. Whlthiw left for Kelowlnt 
la~:t llalurday where i,he will eonthiue 
,,rlth her work Itx totieher of Halne 
[:canon%It's. • " • 
31i~. il• .tll:er, ot%~.oinlilililed I,.%" ~ll ls 
Alger took hi the I tu l t r t  fair thl~' week 
311~1 Bessla O'Brlen aml hrsther 
,Thnlae left for ltepert on Moiidily t(i 
atteiai high itcehsol. 
~rs. Fred Iltewilrt and ehlldr~i i!r~ 
la Prhire Ituliert im a holiday,. 
Mrl4.]tawe. fllraterly of  Usk, ht visit 
liig 3h'a, .!.nm~l If'ells•' ' 
Mrs. J. l lalherl, at%"onlpanled hy her 
l ,n  IVlllhiui, left ft,r the es~t lilt 3ion- 
ihiY ia~t. 
Mr. II ~rwllrll, f the (~anllda Pro. 
lhletS ('lh ilrrtvl~d ml Molalay fraai F.d, 
Iltl,nion, l |e WllS allllinllllUit I hy hl~ 
solh . 
(~al,t..~,iini lIYIIhnan visited Prhiee 
nula, r t  %hill week illUl tlmk Ill the fair. 
.ll k'elie~il'lucethll~ . lu Cl,lineelhln 
with l'~k {~oiiinllntlt.i. (*hllreh Will held 
ht lRethiireni linll ou Ttlelidiiy nlglit. 
M I~ ,Iti¢lln,it relllrned frem Yaacen- 
ver .u Mniahly lilllht Ill agahi hike Ii D 
list. dillies il~ tern,list here, 
(~. II~Viililln hlls returned to tow. nf- 
tl,r tl vl~lf to Prhlce Rllliert. 
ThP ~et, illd annaill lUceeillili' i l l  the 
W, ililellS .SilllIIhlry to the l ' l lk  f~i,lli- 
Terrace Fair 
• Achieved One 
More Success 
The Terrace annual exhibition took 
place in the G. W. V. A. hull on Sat- 
urtlay last, Sept. 8rd, and was one of 
the earliest exhlbitlans ever held hera, 
But dsoplto the early date and the 
late season the mnuugement was well 
pleased with the exhibits, both as ie- 
gards quantity and quality. Ordfn- 
urily two rooms uce required for these 
exhibits, but this year. with a little 
more concentration, and the elhnina- 
tlea of the school exhlblto until a tot- 
ter date, the main floor of the hall 
sufficed to house the entries offered. 
Owing to the extremely dry season 
ft was expected that the entries would 
ant be up hi theh" usual high standard. 
bat the fair proved the contrary as to 
fruit exhibits. The number of entrlrs 
was amdller, but greater care tn ee- 
lecUon made compatitlon quite as keen. 
The vegetables were exceptionally 
geod in quality and the todivideal dis. 
playo of farm products were attrac- 
tive. I t  was a very creditable chew- 
Ing nnd wes evldeace of what the dis- 
trier nnd the people con do In an up- 
hill f ight. Perhaps the best exhibit 
of the whole fair wna that of garden 
flowers. At no time In the past has 
thla exhibit heea surpassed and seldoal 
If ever equalled. The pralaes and ad- 
miration of the visitors were merited. 
Pyaettcelly every flower known in D. 
C. was dlsp|ayed, either In. colleatlons 
or as-Individual exhlblto. The fair 
management might, very prefilably In 
future gve this seetlea more ~tteatlon. 
Another section af the show tlmt Is 
not being contested with the old vial 
Is that of. hame eooklnti nnd eanahtg 
of ' the pradncta of the farm and gar- 
den. This year there was not the 
nnmber Of exhibits, althaugh the high 
quality wtUt there. The house keep- 
ers could help the fah' very materllilly 
hy'dlgght;~ hi uml ctmktog up a belch 
of their nlee~t stuff. 
The fancy worg socthm was this 
Year far In excess of prerlo[m.ilhows, 
dlle lmrt'ly ~to the fact that all early 
llat" of the prlso~ was nvailahle. This 
should be followed up next year and 
amke it apply to the entire IIrlZe list. 
The pries lisle i~hould lie Issued early 
hi the sulalner and supplimentory .llate 
I~l~ell later IX necessary. The exhi- 
bitors should have umpte thite to pie. 
Imre fat  the show and they should be 
informed whst to Prelmre. 
Au exhihlt which attracted n greet 
deai of u(tonth,n wan n ~mae of medals 
Imdge& elmulets and other mllitary 
dec~irstieas nicely maunted by Frank 
Nlli~twine aa~ shown for exhiblIIon 
IlUrlloses only. ltuch exhibits lulght 
well b R easouraged ax they huve nn t~l- 
ueathmnl value othet3vlse Itat arail- 
Iqlde.. A few distinctive rihlaaia for 
tuess dlsldays alight lie the nlesns ,if 
predaelng more of them. 
The live steek entries are In, lag hi. 
el'eale~| gradnally Ilut there ia relua fl,r 
a hlg Inerea~e ~'et. l~ossildly the I~lill 
de,t departmest nf till wna thst of the 
lSlldtrY. A. district which hretqla i~, 
ulaay I'hiekeas, tirol which a ~t ftlvl,r, 
Ilhle l "  lxlnltry hrt~Pdhlg, xheilll| hltvc 
tl Idg ilonllry ~how. '• there are flllckq 
of good lilrda nud there are a ntlmlier 
of dlffer~,nt breeds, They lthtiidd lit, 
nt. ihe fair. especially when the dill, 
tant~ to hrlalI lheni IS SO llhllrt, i ln,  
f, i ir dlceetei~l might ah'e thl~ I~,lhl:l 
ll,nelderallle ihOllllbt helween ilnw Innl 
ilmillty t'lllli.t, ll ttlkes lilacs lit the hlllire next ~lison, .it, lmldtry ~h,lw Is il hi" 
af 31rli. Whlthlw all Seltteililiev 14th nt aitrectlon It~elf~ 
'-1,80 It• III, ,, " ,H0mmllill all the ~h,iw ill l~elleral the 
• ' ' . Idireetors, lUJght well I t  pleltlied w'lth 
Iler• 3h,, .Stllel i d Iter, Mr• ltlilill~ iheTl~I]Sill;a* tills yeilr, I f  lllilllt he lilt 
,.,,;,, c .ee ,,, i 
Wonderful Crowd 
At Barbecue 
For 12th"rime 
F'iiV the twelfth thlie the Telkwu Imr- 
I~:lle ileorell it snt.'ces.q• The Idg flehl 
dil,r flit' ,ill the hitsrl.v.WaSo its usual, 
held i,ll ] i l l l l lr lilly, slid ItS usn,ll, the 
,:'elllhtq' lean Was lai libl very heat lie. 
Ilal'il,r. t t  *~rail I, perfect lilly frl,nl the 
very e, lrl,v ;l,llirs nntn the early houril 
of the foliowhlg day. 
title ill tile hirgest erl,wds that hilt 
ever glithermI Ill Teikwe wlu4 there on 
Aililldily f¢,r tile l,lirlltlne IIn¢l fiivulerl~ 
tlx,k it di ly' l i f f  after a herd I~Iiininer Ill 
w~,rk to lice their old ft'lends• That 
day h:ts hlag heen regurded its the big 
gel" t.t:ellier tiny--free free| organizuo 
fililt I,leet!ilgS. free frlall all tare• The 
Iit,iltlle went Ief Telhwlt frslU all dir.- i 
iliiiit,lt IIt'd the tiiwti IVaN lit no time 
c ill Ills of lli'llvldlng aLtlinml~duthfii, 
hat I l l  It  WllX only line dsy ao one was 
very ftl,~y illll,llt ill.tl,niinillailon. 
The n l l t l i  ill~graiii of  l.trboeue iun- 
t'iliqin ,It IllSill foliliwed by hoDie rlltlS 
alOI hrolleho balqlnll alid steer riding. 
WilS llro;'ided, entl there was the us- 
, lUll llpll,mlt ill intermit. The races at- 
tracted rolmldcrahle attention. All 
local h . r~s  t~llOl~teil und the spe~to- 
tars knew all sliest them. I t  wns all 
Iif(vraol,a t,f kql~ld fall nnd lie esal- 
lihthits have I t  benrd ~lnce. 
The eronhil~ n'llS iqient at Ii dance 
in lhe eslalnnnli,v hlill anti It  was n 
diil ltl. ~s isle yli l lnl lady salt%' "We 
hnd a perfet, tl,r lovely %lille." The hall 
was.L'rowiiell tll that ilnly Wirt of tht 
l~iple i~aihl dance at a thae, hut 11 
was the llltl'l~.~lle ihutee. 
• 'l'he fha,tl¢~ht ! eQd of the diiy ,'4h,,uhj_ 
llt~ very etltl,llrllllhll Imleed iiin| at, 
,hmhl I t  1%'111 lie whrn the teensarerS~ 
relier% bits hceli liresonted• 
The l~ailh~ Ahl i l l  the l'nlted Chtlrl,h 
Hszeltl,n hehl theh' first iiicetlag fay 
lira sol'itllill i,n larhhi.v hi lt  and i t  wtiii 
l!l'ehh~l hi h,,hl lhe nsnal I:hlehea dhl- 
lu*r till. the eVelllllg of Thaak~l.dvlal~ 
l)ay. ,MmuhhV, .~11%'. *~th. 
LADIES AIRE ORGMqiZiNG 
l)lirhlg file aflernooli iff the•' fah' 
~[rs, ~rleve, i,ll~anl=er of ll'lilneu'll 
Ilisllhltt~l and n Jinlle at the fiilro.gOf 
the llteal latllt~1%,lie%her Ill lhe • ten 
rlltitil .and exllhillied tit them the nmn.v 
iolvanteges di, rired froul ninl threugh 
the *tl'onn,u's Institutes. She lit It geml 
elle,ker and kln,Wll her snhJeet well• 
Tile lildlea ItreliPtlt e l l l re~l  the llpla- 
h,n thtit there were tilready iillililn or- 
I:unl~tthm~ hr Trrrare, they felt thsl 
the %l'onlen°s lltsilt{ill~ wax lverthy u 
trhi l . ,  l 'h'e illri~,lors were alllS,lnted 
vl~., 31r& t'. li~ GIIliert, 31r~. tlco. l~l. 
ver. Ml~. %1'. Klrkl~ttrh.k: Mrl~ A, C. 
lleml und ~lirs. It• llt,llelllllll. I, itore• 
tllre wil l  lie i~l*tit fi,r nad ',lrlallllZa. 
thul t~,llilileled na iilmll ns llmlidl,le. 
ReV. i .  I .  Ulll].:lirs• .~dlir!lh left Wt~l- 
lil~hi,v Tin" Olifarl,i .hi visit with ahl 
frh,liils fl,r the I l f l t  th r t l  lilOlith~ 
'Phey will nboi lie lli~lellt at the Juhl. 
lee, llf IV.vl.llffe t~elh,ge uls.lt the nihl- 
_die of the lire~eiit nionlh; 31iiu.v ef 
lhl!lr frh,iida here sad In tile north I%•111 
wish theni ii WOlilh,rInl tr l i f  illii~ a l i fe  
retnrll %if.Terra re, 
q'lie nn, liilml~l at Iteliet,ka l~.lgo heht 
,i itls,hll evenhllz lu lhe l r  Isl!ge roolti 
eli Tlll~ili.V eviqillig. ~lrs. t~llrJilietli 
ihil iklu of*Trl i l l  rind Itre~hlent ef.thP 
lieliel,ku, .Isst~ilil,ly iff II. t : ,  wtis lire - 
14ent ill li0r lillal.lill visit. A rerlew of 
tilt ~ t l t l r l~ work was hehl' ,slid this 
wits folhnr@d liy il dhiiier0" Thq oveu- 
hig wits ,i %:cry llh~illlOlil iild In~lfltolde 
lille, ~lrs, lhll ikht Well% inl %if ~llnlth. 
• erll i,a" IVGdllpSdny, 
TOUmST L ~ G  
, , . o , .  .... TERRACE ldmmo 
HOT ~amos HO~CeLTea~ 
No. 10 
r '  
Gee. Anderson of Prince Ilulle, rt Is ter spending tae sumnter at I4keloc, 
relieving in the local bank during the turned at Prlnes Rupert this week of. 
absence of Mr..Taylor. 
Misses FIsthope and Mallett return- 
ed on Frhlay to resume their duties 
at Kallmn school. They have token 
reams la the f4undal block for the 
winter. 
Allen W, Hohawood, the new prin- 
eipel of the public school, arrived oe 
Saturday. 
MI~ MarJory and Blllle &tweed re- 
turned Wednesday front Prince Rupert 
Cons. and Mr~ Service left on Sat- 
nrday with their three sons, for two 
weeks holldsy which they will spend 
with the foraler's brother in Smlthers. 
Tom Taylor of the Bn'nk of Montreal 
staff hits taken a holday trip to Van-" 
tanrer. 
Amelia Gervltch of Prince Rupert Is 
il guest of Mrs• Gee, Hlpp. 
Mrh. Jarvls MeLeod of l'~rlnee Ru- 
pert team op for the fair sad to visit 
with friends. 
IL L Meintosh returned this week 
t~m Prince Rupert to his aunaner 
home ."The Cressrnads" lllrs. MeIn- 
tosh will follow later. They like ales 
warm weather but the ,heat hers a 
~eek or ao ago was tOU laaeh. 
3Irs P. W. llahler lind Sills were 
llll.~L~iSftll .ei.hililhlrs" lit the 8niithers 
fair. They seeuied twealy-fonr prt:..ea 
Mr. Aadei~,lon of Prince lhlpm't Is a 
I~qleSt of hin i~4)i! George who Is here (in 
a short hualness tr ip-- .  - 
The Sl.~ult (.limp nt Lakellle lit~ike till 
on Prhhiy ilfternlsui and tile boys got 
I.lek in time for the fair. Oil ~iirKhiy 
a Hpecal lervles %','as condia..ted for the 
Scouto by Rev. Win• Itohln~m, a:t.ql~t- 
ed by IIcv. T.'J. Marsh and elqlt. Pllr- 
sons nf the Church Army, Kllwilallll. 
Mrs. ,llllrVl:.l Me I~d of I'rinc..~ Itopert 
sang IIH It sohl "Oae HWeetiy Solemn 
Thought." 
Urs. F. Mawdaley of W!anllleg; 
visited Terrace ever the week end oa 
lmsllle~i• She Is a ~lsl.r lU.law of  
the late W. F. Mswdsley. 
A. F~. Davy was Uil frout Iti, lieet .I. 
Friday IcaL 
C. A. Smith of Anmlmry w~m inlilin 
the far vlsltars, 
Paul llrmlln, .lldni ~Olllllr? ,irtl 
Mhird ill l~:lllhlln l i ke  ~lient the hil l  
week end hi toWil• 
{it TnYl,lr i l l  ])lirreq~n wlill ill town 
lilt Ilalnrdiiy hlxt. 
31r. alii] 3"lrs, Fnltou iliid filmily re- 
the officers nnd dlreeiorit, many il l  
wh.m we, re lilt the loh this year for iht' 
first tlnte. If they Hilly with it they 
will find It easier nnd amre gratlfyfn;; 
nelt  .year and each eueeeelllng Yeilr. 
The day wan eeueluded I,Y n dlUli..i, 
Mrs, Glass and son Eversly ~veat o 
Prlltce.llupert on Monday for the fair, 
W. Norapsest of Lea Angeles was e 
week end visitor in town, 
Mrs. Bohler and sons and Gear, 
Hamlln of Hamlin & Thomson. left 
for the Rupert fair w.ith exhibitl~ 
Mrs. Ackleberg of Prince Rupert 1~ 
a guest of Mrs. 8. 8ousle. 
W. H. Watt• and Orval Keaney of 
Alnsbary were here for the fair. 
~.~le Kallum Imke Misers Co. held 
the atnmal meeting In O• R. Gilbert's 
office this week anti transacted row 
ties business. '1"he company has not 
heen very active for the past couple of 
ysors. The officers elected were---C, 
A. Smith, presldenti J. B. Agar, vice- 
president; e, R. Gilbert, secretary- 
treasurer; directors, the officers aml 
Jan, Swan and Chea. Desford, 
Mi~ Slbary returned frnpl Vancou- 
ver to Copper City the end of the week 
to resume chsrge of th~ pubblle seehcoi 
M I ~  Elderkln returned Tuesday to 
agaL1)-take charge of the local high 
seehool. 
Miss Davis of Victoria arrived Mon- 
day and is In charge of the primary 
grade In the Kallum school. 
31vii. Haddou nil(| two sons who have 
lieell vlsltl,l~ Mrs. W. II. Andersoe left 
for their haste In Prince Rupert ae- 
ellnllatnled by W. Aatlerson. 
:~, 3hi Jar t'ellresentleg the .l.nm~lat. 
Pll Pl'el~, ]'aeel)llVel. wlla a visitor Ill 
the Terrace lair, 
31rx. f,l. Htut~,ellehlhl is lu Prhleee 
Itnliert .thin week, 
I.l. It, Watt who has Iklien on the Lit- 
kel~e hsteherY staff the lslSt seallon, 
left nil Tuesday for the east• 
.~. Yaek left Wedat.~lay for Alberht 
where he will llpelld the winter. 
The Cltlladhln fleglou hehl ,, dlllll.~t * 
In the cJ. W. V• A. hlill ou Melni0y, ,I 
lively cousin.lea to the hllllda,v whlell 
was quietly Iqlent hi Terrace. l,'hie 
anls[(: was ftlrnlllhed by Mrs• &twoodi, 
orchestra. 
• 311. lind 31vii. S• N, IKIrkahly eltter- 
hlhuql s nnallier of the ymlng la~lllde 
lit the home fill ~.~lmlqiily eVelling. I, 
fares'ell to l~awrelltt (II?IK WhO IS KO- 
ilili tl, 141111klllOOn ill realnlm his slndles 
&.very Jolly evelllnl was elielit ihillt:- 
ink lira] i,layhlg mUiU~ 
It, Bahh left fin' his hmne hi Hdnilal- 
l.I1 after ~llellllhig the I,t,qt i l l . lde ,If 
laanlhs lit l{lllhnll Lake• 
lhlrrY Arkle Jaincd the lillr~:~lers 
-u the prairies this week, 
l'l• J..%tli0re hex llilne to EdlllOatlul 
on lalslnelli• 
lh, nry 141illlh retnr l l tq l . I . . l l i i sh l l ry  
an Weda~hlY after Iqlelldlng i, few 
days lu lOWil, 
hi the (i, ~i°0 ~'. ".It0 hall ia the (,V¢ldll?. ~ ~lchclld IQlell01l tilt ~'tlei~de~' tnllrllin~: 
lind it wall very Inrgel.v attended• .I. with it good at|lqldSll{~e. 1/iT Hilhh'ell 
glsld ltra/~rala i l l  lUUSlO wIis pravhh~l, on the roll. rFhe hl~lh schl.d sllenl.~!} 
.q-IIlllll~ the out Of town exhlhliilrli fin ~'e~illel~lllqV, 
were .'~[rs, .~, I~[, %-'llllllJ{ Of llazl.~Itml :lir, arid 3[rs. (Jeo. D(ivl,r W(llll dllWll 
nlid 3h'~, W. e. Little of W, xsl(.~el¢. . to lilt! ]itlpert fulr  ,lit %~'l~lneSdlly.' 
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Bill 
Vanishing 
traditions 
By BILL SMILEY 
You can't hardly .turn your 
back these days but one or 
other of our old traditions 
has either vanished or 
changed for the worse. 
This great hought came to 
me, for no known reason, as 
! was speeding down the 
highway the other day, 
wincing every time a big 
transport nearly blew me off 
the road, ~houting op- 
probrium every time some 
punk in a sports car cut in 
front of me, emitting those 
vile noises reminiscent of a 
bear with the dire rear. 
"You know, Bill," I said 
to myse l f ,  ra ther  
querulously, "one of these 
fine days, you won't be able 
to find a farmer who can 
drive a team of horses. Fix a 
tractor, yes. Drive a 
bulldozer, likely. But  dot 
knowing the difference 
between 'Haw' and 'Gee'." 
Well, this.thought, in its 
very profundity, made me 
sort of gloomy, and the 
gloom deepened as day after 
day came further evidence 
that our whole society, as 
you and I knew it, Mabel, is 
disappearing behind our very 
backs. 
! was saddened when I 
took my two grandboys out 
to a local farm the other day, 
to pick some corn and beans. 
Plunked them down between 
the rows oi" corn and they 
were bewildered. The littlest 
bowled with terror of this 
alien corn. They'd never been 
on a farm before, and may 
never be on one again. Quelle 
dommage! 
I must admit/hey weren't 
baffled for long, In five 
minutes, Nikov was lost in 
the corn patch, locatable 
only by the piping "1 found a 
big one, Grandad!" and little 
Balind was sitting in the 
damp clay, happily picking 
and eating yellow beans. 
But i felt a twinge of pity 
for them, that they'll never 
ride on top of a load of hay, 
never get a squirt in the face 
of warm milk right from the 
cow's teat, never have the 
fun of turning-the handle of a 
separator, never see a farmer 
sharpening a scythe on a 
grindstone, or a farmer's 
wife bebeading the chicken 
that was to be dinner. 
I didn't grow up on a 
fa rm, -but  in that most 
pleasant o f  all places for a 
boy to grow, a small, tree- 
. lined town in old Ontario, 
with farms all around it. My  
uncle bought a farm just on 
the edge of  town, and few of 
the aspects of farm life were 
a secrettome. 
it was a grand old place, 
formerly the estate of a 
gentleman farmer of means. 
There must have .been 15 
different outbuildings, most 
of them in a state of 
dilapidation. There • was a 
huge old house, boasting. 
several firepla.ces and even a 
butler's pantry. Sort of a 
run-down Jalna, but a great 
place for a boy to visit. 
As it turned out, it was a 
lousy farm, and hc lost a fair 
chunk of his shirt when he 
finally sold it and bought a 
real farm. But for a romantic 
kid, who read a lot, going out. 
to the farm was the 
equivalent of visiting 
relatives who had come down 
in the world a bit, but were 
still aristocrats. 
My uncle, a hardy old 
Irishman who lived to be 94, 
bought a farm then on the 
other side of town, but it was 
just a plain farm. Its great 
redeeming quality was •that 
on the bank of the river that 
flowed through it was fought 
the last duel ever fought in: 
Canada. Many a time I 
searched the ground for" 
bullets. Some years later I 
even took a girl down to that. 
river bank, probably hoping 
that the atmosphere (the duel 
was fought over a lady) 
might have some effect on 
her. it didn't. 
Summertimes, before the 
Great Depression put' an end 
to such frivolities, we went to 
a cottageup in Quebec, on a 
small, beautiful lake. 
Just up  the hill from the 
lake were two farms, and I 
spent many hours jumping in 
haymows, helping bring in 
the cattle, turning the 
~separator, helping to Iopd 
hay on the wagon, drinking 
['gom the dipper in the pail in 
the kitchen, and staying for 
supper and fresh blueberry 
pie, if I could wangle it. 
At Belshers' farm, the 
nearest, we got most of our 
grub. Fresh produce picked 
from the garden. Daily milk 
at 10 cents for a five-pound 
honey  pai l  fu l l .  
Unhomogen ized .  Un-  
pasteurized. Delicious. A 
couple of fat fowl. fo~ 
Sunday dinner, if relative.¢ 
came, and they did in droves, 
at 50 cents each. Unvlucked. 
, . . -  
Uneviscerated. Delicious. 
Eggs at 30 cents a dozen. 
Uncandled.  - Unsorted.  
i~elicious. 
The Belshers were the 
nearest hing ! ever .had to 
grandparents. They were 
e lder ly ,  their own family 
grown and gone. Mr. Belsher 
was a huge, raw.b0ned man 
wi th  a magn i f i cent  
moustache who could hit a 
hen at I0 paces with a squirt 
of tobacco juice. He knew 
about kids, and let us fork 
hay, handle the reins, feed 
the chickens, and give a pail 
of milk to a greedy calf, a 
robust experienea~ 
His wife was astiny as he 
was huge. Worn with toil, 
deaf as a doorknob, sharp as 
a tack. And gentle, generous, 
warm• She knew perfectly 
well that smallboys do not 
have stomachs, but hot- 
" tomless pits. 
The other farm "was the 
Kelly's. The namewas right 
on. They were like something 
straight front the old sod. 
Maggie had pure white hair 
and the classic features of a 
Deirdre of the Sorrowqs. She 
was stuck with "a brother, 
Jim, who had tbe.worst 
stammer 1have ever heard. 
He sounded retarded, but 1 
think it was only the 
stammer. He loved kids. 
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KAREEN$ YOGA 
At KeUys', we got drinking 
water and worms~ They had 
a well of such pure, icy water 
it would shame champagne. 
Behind the barn was a spot 
where we could always get 
worms, those skinny, red 
wrigglers ideal for catching 
speckled trout. No charge for 
water or worms. Today's 
farmer would want '50 cents 
for a pail of water and a 
dollar for a dozen worms. 
We never bought much at 
Kellys'. ! think Maggie was 
too proud to sell to the 
summer people. But she let 
as play with the lambs and ~ 
feed the pigs. Perhaps we 
were the only children she 
ever had. She never petted us 
or played with us/She was 
taciturn, almost grim. But 
once in a While the piercing 
blue eyes softened into 
something like the-nearest 
should come to a grin. 
Ab, my poor grandboys, 
back to their home in the. 
cit~'. Noise, heat,..*smog, 
violence, confusion. Ah, 
f leeting years. What 
wouldn't I give to be 10 years 
~ld, digging worms beneath. 
the manure behind KeUys p 
barn! 
© The Argyle Syndicate Ltd. 
• Cuckoo 's  Nest  
HOLLYWOOD (Reuter) - -  Douglas, 32, onetime star of 
Amo.ng the sons and daughters ~the television series The Streets 
of stars attempting to establish of San Francisco, has achieved 
successful movie careers, Mi- fame as an actor ~nd is even 
chael Douglas, son of actor more successful as a producer, - 
Kirk Douglas, is one of.the.few having the seventh most.profit- 
to hit the jackpot.... 
.9  :~- 
HERE'S LUCY " 
LOVEQF UFE 
YOUNG & THE RESTLESS 
PRICE IS RIGHT 1 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
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NOON NEWS .H~JR EYEWI'IrNESS NIMS . 
NOVI E: AS 111E WORLD TURNS 
" A DOLLS HOUSE" 
'1 
: ~IDINO Ul~tT 
ALl. IN THE FAMILY 
ALAN FUM~L SHOW MATCH GU~E 
mNAHI 
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THE LUCY SHOW 
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e/HE JOY RIDE' . 
SPECIAL 
'iNSIDE THE ¢0¢'KOO'S 
NEST" 
CIV MYSllSRY MOVIE 
i 
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 
NEWS ~0NIAN 
~lS  HIOHUGHT$ 
KOJAK 
able movie ever--~ne F lew 
• Over the Cuckoo's Nest. 
Today that picture, winner of 
all the top Academy awards in 
t976, has made $175 million, of 
which $86 million is profit. 
Douglas will ~ot disclose his 
percentage of the profit. The 
film's• distfib~itor, United Art- 
ists, will only say that he gets a 
"sizeable hunk. ''• 
~.1~, ~o.ung Douglas. .  says 
"Everyone came off very well. 
Hopefully my children and 
grandchildren wil l  beokay  for 
the rest of their l ives." , 
PERSUADED FATHER , 
Douglas stumbled on this bo- 
nanza when he persuad~l .his 
father, who had held the movie 
rights since acting in the Broad- 
way play of Cuckoo in 1963, to 
let him have a crack at produc- 
ing it. 
H o 1 i y w o o d assumed that 
Douglas would give up acting 
for the more profitable career 
of producer. H i  seemed 'to con- 
firm these reports whenhe 
withdrew from The. Streets of 
San Francisco before the police .~ 
series ended 
Rut Douglas now says he 
never intended to leave acting 
permanently. He has just ac- 
cepted a role as a doctor.in the 
thk'i~l~r,', Coma~ abOut.~bbdi~ 
being kept for spare psrt~ m a 
hospital. • ' 
"I like to act," he ~ai~. l~n.  
interview. "But people ~quma 
it's the lowest role on the mtem 
pole and that if you'¢.e. ~e .  
ceeded as a producer, the !~.~ 
thing you'd want to do is acC" 
He says he prefers, movie 
roles to  television. "You have 
more time and better mate- 
$1@NOFF ,~ .'MmflI 
VICTIM'* 
rial." But he admits that tele- 
vision is the better medium for 
getting oneself known~ 
' h 
Ga her in Chicago 
2,000 Beatles.fans 
Aasocioted Press ~ ~ 
CHICAGO' - -  The staid 8raw up b the 1960s because. 
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special 
Palmer House, Which bills 
itself as "the epitome of 
• opulence in hotel ac- 
commodatioas;" was taken 
over at the weekend bymore 
than ~,000 HeaUemalda~ 
Instead of tie-wearing 
patrons and society matrons rand  opera 
ornate hotel obby was filled 
with hundreds of blue- Jean- 
wearing young (and no 
longer young) Heatle fans. 
It's. been a long and 
troubled .ro~d ~ince the 
Love Me Do, in U~ool  b 
1u¢ renan Start Is 37 years 
old, John Lelon, .IM, Paul 
McCartney and George. 
Harrbon, both 35. They 
haven~ ~ermed.~ether 
In moI~than~yeir~ But 
~t ]~mm~ ,yea on. 
• ~ i t  m i ~ . ~  
3,000 6ms for a ~ y  
Beatlofest, said Mark 
Lapidos, the 29-year-old 
organizers. 
"The. Beatles are as im- 
portant oday as they were b 
September, 1K4, when they 
were..on ~ Sullivan," he 
said. "There's a whole new 
generation of BeaUes fans. 
We had a nine-year-old girl 
call us and Wombe td win 
the BeaUe m~la contest. She i ' 
said she knew everyth~ 
conceivable about the 
Beatles. 
"And she ~mm~ eves born 
when .the- BeaUes .were - 
together."" 
He sa/d the Beatles are 
hnl~rlant to peolde who 
FeeIlng llstles.,? Out of I 
sorts? 
Fight lit Take a walk. • 
t t 'a lk  a Idka 'k . l~ lay ,  
Tlu I~st Famous hsltet in the Wo~kl ~'' 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
~$11 
W~NDY CL IBBETT J 
"the Beatles represented 
~o~! t id~ b an era filled 
with trouble." 
"Today'a: tee~aers want 
to slate'the ma~e the 
Beatlu.made. And the 
~ple  b i l~  mid.20's now- 
who ~rew up with the Heatles 
won~ let that ~ dfeJ' 
For !;8 "a day, the" 
Beatle~e~ o~ered 1~ heun ol 
BeaUs f~ma, a serles ot. 
tallB I~ people wh~ kmw the 
Beatles, n flea market 
~a/n8 Heat/e~ me~orabU/a, 
~oand-alW~ and took-aUke 
Be, ptle contests, trivia 
centers a~ct lots of music. 
Laptdos has held shnllar 
events in New York, 
Philadelphia and Los 
Angeles. 
He said he sot  the 
Beailefest idea "over a.dl~ 
of ice cream at a ~.on  
New York's upper East Side. 
I figured we ~ad to have 
sometldng to conunemorate 
the i0th anniversary of the 
Beatles coming to the U.S." 
O0 
Your heart works 
harder when, 
you're not in the 
game, Get fit D 
and turn the 
clock back, 
Fitness is fun, 
Try some 
3 days. 2 nites 
in Vancouver 
2us| $33.25 
From Sept. 15, i977 to June 1, 1978 
PJus 5% 
Room Tax 
Sl.0O 
Per Person 
double occupancy 
-PLUS-  
s 
• BREAKFAST2 MORNINGS AND A FULL 
COURSE STEAK D INNER IN  HY'S ATTHE SANDS 
• WHO SAYS ITTAKESA LOTOF. MONEY 
TO HA VE A GOOD TIME? 
t 
• FOR TOLL FREE RESERVATION CALL: 
U.S. . ' .800.255.3050 ~ 
C,~NADA . . . . .  ' 112.800-261-3330. 
v  cOu _ 
1755 DAVIE STREET VANCOUVER, B.C. 
V6G lW5 PHONE (604) 682-1831 
On En~llsh Bay At Stanley Park ,., TED PRYSTAY 
,, MANAGER 635-.5622 
2 
SEAI"n.E TODAY 
"~ '~ '  OF ~n~TdNE 
ITS Ah-T-aGG'lr3 ~JE_c_t 
Shk~; FOR THE STARS 
CHICO & THE MAN 
.ou.~m0o s~ARm 
DAYS QF OUR UVES 
THE DOCTORS * ', 
ANOTHER 1~n~ LD 
THE I G`CLQCK MOVIE 
"SO BIG" ' 
L[FS M~(E A OUL 
NEV~.AVICE 
SEAI"nJE TONIGHT 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
~MON DATURDAY 
MISS MACK AMER, 
HEWS 
THE TONIOHT SHOW 
MiDRlSm' ~ 
3&6 
~,~.~.Y  GIANT 
, MR. DRr-'c_c~p 
. | l  
goa MCLEAN SHOW 
MID ~NGI  
I TH  VALLEY DAYS 
RYAN'S HOFE 
.~  ~ NIGItT 
TAKIS THIETY 
CB.BBRITY COOKS 
, t "• 
M0N "AMI 
TIM 
NI¢ 'N IdC 
9:00 
9:30 
•10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:20 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
I. 2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
COUNTRY PAIR 
TSA 5:30 
HOtmOLASS 6:00 
, ,  6:30 • 
CHOPPER ONE 
RREHOUSE 
,, MARY TYLER MOORE 
"WI~TERN CONCERTS 
4:30 
• "5:00 " 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
9:00 
9:30 
.POUCESTDRv 10:00 
THE NATIONAl. 
NIGHT FII~I.  
i 
'me ORAT DRTECnmS 
NMR. MOTG`S OAMI .P  
SION OFIP Nnws 
10:39 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
• '4  
~ Y O G A  
JEAN ¢ ,~.M SHOW 
u~mNITi~l 
FIRST IMIml~r~ ~!ON$ 
HOT I~NDS 
NOON NEVA HOUR 
"NIOHT PEOPLE" 
ALAN NAMEL SHOW 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE UJCY SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
NEWS HOUR 
STARS ON ICE 
THE HARDY BOYS 
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS 
CTV NEWS 
NEWS HQUR FINAL 
~.~a LA~ SNOW 
~IAI~AIY IILANI~ 
I 
9 
HERE'S LUCY 
PRICE IS RIGHT 
LOVEOF LIFE 
YOUNG & THE RESTLESS 
SEARCH FOR TOI~0RROW 
~ I  NEIM 
AS 114E _tnP~_. n 11JRNS 
GUIDING UOHT 
ALL IN 'I1HI FAMILY 
/~TCH GAME 
DINAHI 
SIASAME STREET 
MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
i 
;BOOM 
FORE 
MACNEII.-LEHRER 
CROCKETPS GNDn:q 
WASHINGTON WEEK 
WALL STREET WEEK 
/VUL.CrERPIEOE THEATRE 
'DICKEqS OF LONDON' 
FORSYTE SAOA 
~I  ~ OF DRYAD' 
BI.AOK PERSPECTIVE 
NtOHT MARE ~T IU i  
,,lrlhl ,nv,_,,,..;~ ;;*A~ w 
ms,ms ii 
mm ~WMYq amsr 
7 
"4 
i 
~i • 
"% •. 
, • "  , ,  
/ 
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•2 
IEW ARCHIES SABRI NA 
t, AN THE GREATES 
THE YOUNG SENTINEU 
SEARCH AND RESUE 
NBC MAJOR LEAGUE 
-BASEBALL 
3&6 4 9 
SESAME STREET 
CIRCLE SCRJARE 
i 
BROWN PAPER BAG 
SATURDAY MORNING . 
KLJM4ANIB 
SATURDAY MATINEE 
THE GAME THE BROKEN. 
THIS'IMmK IN BASEBALL CK SAT.SPORTS 
SATURDAY MOVIE 
"OREAT¢I~. ESCAPE' 
GRF..AT.AMER. GAME B.C. DERBY 
ANIMAl. WORLD SPACE 19~ 
NEWSERVI¢E • 
ANIMAL WORLD 
WILJD RINGDO~A 
THE GONG SHOW " 
THE BIQNIC WOMAN 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
SATURDAY EVENING 
BILI.Y ~ 
HAPPY DAYS 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
MOVIES: 
"APPRENTICESHIP OF " 
"DIRTY HARRY" DUDDY KRAVITZ" 
KING OF KERSI NGTQN 
NeM~ THE NATIONAl. 
WEEKEND NIGHT FINAL 
5 STAR MOVIE 
"THE REWARD" 
Hollywood 
goes to war 
LOS ANGELES, Calif. (AP) 
-- On Sept. 18--not Oct. 23 as 
originally plaaned--NBC will 
put a two.hour special it cur- 
rently • calls Hollywood Goes to 
War on the air. NBC originally 
called it Life Goes to War. 
The change came after ABC 
SATURDAY DO4UU 
FEATURE: 
"THE IJ.._u~ t_LINE" 
"¢AFE METROPOLE" 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00, 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
• , 7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
1O:00 
10:3Q. 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
KIDDIES ON I(A~EEA 
KIDSTUFF 
LET'S GO 
I 
RED FISHER 
i . .nmnm,u , .  
BIG BLUE MARBLE 
REBOP 
NL-OOWAN & CO. eARRASCOLENDAS 
SHOW BIZ SI[StME STREET 
JOy OF ¢ou.ecnNo 
ART OF COOKING ouPPim TO OROUPlmS 
OiL PNNTING 
CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS 
ALL STAR WRESTLING 
MDE WORLD OF SPORTS 
NEWS HOUR. 
CONNECTION 
BIONIC WOMAN 
HEART AND SOUL 
UIJAS, YOGA AND YOU 
e~l=nlLIN 
PllNCH CHeP 
Y~MAN 
SOOKIIAT 
FIRING LINE 
o .  
i 
NOVA 
i 
IN PURSUIT OF LllilDITY 
M.D. 
ONCE UP0N A CL~C 
WOOEHOUSE PI.AYImtmS 
EVENING AT POPS 
BEHIND ClJ~EID DGOitS 
PI(:CADIU.Y CIRCUS 
CIV NEV~ 
NEWS HOUR FINAL 
f 
THE LATe SHOW 
"CAHILLv UNITED STATES 
/bqARSHAL" 
SOMETHING PERSONAl. 
/WSS AMER. PAGEANT 
October. This kind of special- Haley, who, since January has Hollywood's wartime movies 
warring has mildly annoyed at been cutting down about 500,000 and still.preserved radio news- 
least one producer, feet of film assembled for his casts of that era. 
"It's' terrible the business ha~: wartime project. The show als0 will include 
come to that," said Jack Haley, SHAPE ATTITUDES segments on wartime blackouts, 
who has'been putting together "The movies, of course, and the hysteria that swept the 
Mark Hamill. 
u l  
Super star. 
dmnks to 
Star Wars 
By BOB THOMAS 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  Mark 
Hamiil, who as the intergalactic 
warrior Luke Skywalker sud- 
denly found himself the star of 
the hit movie Star Wars, is 
working on a new film that has  
him playing the part of a ear 
~echanic. 
Stingray. casts Hamiil as a 
high school misfit whose only 
interest is remaking ears. When 
his prize Corvette is stolen, he 
begins a wild ehase to find. it: 
The film is being produced by 
Hal Barwond and directed by 
Mathew Robbins based on their 
own script. 
Although his role . in Star 
Wars has afforded him almost 
super-star status, HamHl denies 
he really feels much change. 
"The only time it really hit 
me was when Fox sent Harri- 
son Ford and me on a three. 
week appearance tour. I had 
the whole works--TV and radio 
interviews, fans at the airports, 
Fox officials to take care of ev- 
ery need, limousines, hotel 
suites. 
'But as soon as I got home, it 
was like living in a vaecuum 
again. I went hack to the same 
hoime, I see the eight or nine 
friends I always see, I go to no 
)arties, because I don't like 
parties. 
NOW CAN SAY 'NO' 
"Of eourse there has been a 
difference in my career. The 
main advantage is that now I 
am able to say 'no to roles I 
don't want to do." 
the NBC special for more than the radio were the two most in- West Coast afte r Japan's attack One consequence of Star Wars 
a year. "It's like children fight- fluestial or the media in terms on Pearl Harbor and home-front hat displeases Hamill is some 
ing at recess." of enlightening people--and also rationing, he said. It will teltof of the attention he has been get- 
The program's basic theme is shaping their attitudes." Hollyv~0od stars• who actx~ll)* ting in print.. 
life in the United States during To show life back then, he fought'in the war, such: as t'h~ 'Tve been called 'a California 
the Second World War. added, his special will be a. late Wayne Morris, a U.S. Nav~ clone with brains baked by the 
'T in  trying to show what it mixture of home and battlefront 
was like tobe a noncombatant ewsreels,.photographs, clips of ace. sun'," he complained. "As 
ordered a similar project. The on [he. home front then." ssid - • • though I just fell into all this by 
accident. 
be on the air 'next month or in ~, 
2 3&6 4 9 " "THE BOOK 
O.ROEKING WIT. eo ...,--..,.. 9:00 ,--,----.. OF LISTS'' 
STAR TREK WILD mNGOOM 9:30 ERNEST ANOI.eY When Irving Wallace, with 
HOTmmOe - -  OLDTYMeOOSPZLHR. , 10:00 op~.RoemeTs SESAe,~ .S'mEET .... his daughter Amy Widinee 
10:30 DAY OF DISCOVERY " "  and his son David Walleddn- 
MEETING PLACE 
SUNDAY MOVIE 
"LOVE IS A BALL" JOURNAL 
CFL FOOTBALL 
"BRADY KIDS 
"FISHING WITH MARTIN 
SUNDAY MOVIE. 
"THE DIARY OF ANNE 
FRANK" 
MAN ALIVE 
N~ET THE PRESS MUSlC'IrOSEE 
NEWSERVICE REACH FOR THE TOP 
THE. GLORIOUS FOURTH TO f*lE WILD COUNTRY 
i 
DISNEY 
kOW "COME 
WORLD OF DISNEY THE BEACHCOMBERS 
/~SS JONES AND SON 
TBA IMAOES OF CANADA 
THE BIG EVENT 
L.GEORGE KW. "FATHER 
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL 
i 
NEWSERV.IC E 
5 STAR MOVIE: 
"A TASTE OF EVIL" 
THE NATIONAL 
NIGHT FINAL 
SUNDAY MYSTERY MOVIE 
I1 :00  iTIS WRITTEN SESAME STREET - sky, w8$ eolllpJ]ing ~ Mw,  
" ' "The Book of Lists," be ran. 
11:30  GARNERTED .ARN6TRONG ads In papM'B 8croM the 
12:00  GOOONEWSo SI~AMISTRELrli' eounlry asking people who, 
12: 30 AO~ were good ligr,4nakera to ces~ 
1:00 TERRY WINTERS WASHINGTON WEEK IN tact him fer possible profit. 
1:30 STAR TREK nCV!EW WALL STREET WEEK "Between ~00 and ]..000 
2:00  " GREAT P E R ~  people replied," he earl- 
2: 30 SUNDAY THEATRe: .mates, "with mm'e men than 
3:00  "HIGH RISK" MUSIC  PROJECT women answering the adds. 
i 
3:30 .SmlNG C~ARTET "Only a few Sent In absurd 
4:00  ,HORSTKOEHLER ,. - UBt$, and s few ttwned out to 
4: 30 QUESTION PERIOD GERMAN SOCCER 
5:00 • LAS'roFTHEWILD be perfect. 
• 5:30 KnITH ~ ,mSClmZKO "The best l ist.makers 
6:00 NEWSHOUR seemed congregated at the 
6:30 CAMmL COMMENT imum cucxoesqs ernst extremes of the country, In 
7:00 H~OY wvs.m.UN~ Massachusetts, New york 
. and California. ThouSh we 
7:30  . got good lists from Florida 
8~00 * MiLUUN D0iJ.AR MA N EVENING AT POPS and the Chicago area." 
8:30 
9:00 BEHINOCLO4EODOORS MASTERPIECE THEATRE Wallace v~ote a covey of 
famo~ persons requesting 
9:30  qOla(ENS OF LONDON; their personal Itst, e of various 
10:00 SHAOF.S OF GREENE kinds (Johnny Cash's list of 
1O:3Q 10 greatest country songs; 
I 1:00 cw ~ SUNDAY NiUITr NEWS John Gielgud's ILst of the six 
11:30  NEWS HOUR F INAL  'FAa!THeNAlrluN .greatest Hamlets;, Clifford 
Irving's l i s t  of 10 best 
12:00, THe LATe SHOW LATe M0WE forgers), and 70 per cent of 
"W.U.S.A.". elI1HE DARING GONER. MAN~ thaerTe°so n~)P)Iv.r°aehed r spended 
@ 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
SHORTS 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The pro- 
duction of Eivis Presley records 
is being given top priority- in 
Canada by RCA Ltd. and this 
will cause a slight delay in the 
output of records by lesaer- 
imown recording artists, acom- 
pany spokesman said Wednes- 
day. 
Edward Preston, general 
manager and vice-president of 
the company's record division 
in Canada, said there has been 
a tremendous demand for Pres- 
ley's records since he died 
Tuesday of a heart attack. 
"Odr sub-distributors tell us 
there isn't a single Elvis record. 
left in Kitchener, Ont.," Preston 
said, adding that many retail 
outlets across the country also 
are out of stock. 
Preston said RCA received 
telephone calls from Presley 
fans all.day Wednesday,urging 
the company to pay tribute to 
the rock and roll singer by is- 
suing a memorial album. 
CONCORD, Calif. (AP) -- 
"I'm dreaming o f  a white 
Christmas," sang the familiar 
figure on the stage, 
The crowd, from teen-agers to 
grey-haired oldsters, sighed as 
Bing Crosby, 73, returned to the 
boards'after a five-month ab- 
sence recovering from a fall 
last March from a stage in 
Pasadena. 
"It feels good, it feels right, 
to be a part of the scene," was 
Crosby's opening 'number. He 
looked a little stiff, but he joked 
about the fall that left him in 
hospital three weeks with a rup- 
tured spinal disc. 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Os- 
car winner Ellen Burstyn and 
Alan Alda of CBS's 'M.A-S.H 
have been signed by producer 
Walter Mirisch to star in Uni- 
versal's ame Time, Next Year,. 
based on the hit Broadway 
play. 
Robert Mulligan will direct 
the comedy and Bernard Slade 
will adapt his play for the film. 
The play is about wo married' 
people who meet once a year 
for an illicit affair. 
Miss Burstyn starred in the 
o r i g i n a I production which 
opened in New York in i975.- 
Filming will begin in January, 
1978, 
LOS ANGELES (AP) --Jaws 
2, which recently got a new di- 
rector, now is undergoing script i 
revisions, after resuming •pro- 
ductiun at Navarre Beach, Fla. 
Carl Gottlies, co-screenwriter 
of the original hit, has been 
signed by producers Richard 
• Zanuck 'and David Brown to 
work with newly named direc- 
tor Jeannot Szwarc in making 
the revisions. 
.The film, again set in the tic- 
tional resort town of'Amity,. 
stars Roy Seheider and Lor- 
raine Gary. 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - 
Film writer John Howard Law. 
son, one of the "Hollywood 
Ten" who were blacklisted for 
many years for defying the 
House Committee on Un-Ameri- 
can Activities, has died at age 
82. 
Lawson,* who died Thursday 
a t 'Mount Zion hospital, 
achieved fame writing scripts 
for such movies'as Sahara and 
Action ip. ~e ~ortb AtlanUc, 
Fitness Is fun. 
Try somb.. 
rey Bogart. 
But his career was ruined 
when on Oct. 27, 1947, in a tu- 
multuous hearing of the com- 
mittee, Lawson refused to an- 
swer questions about Commu- 
nist party membership. He was 
cited for contempt, ried, found 
guilty and served a year in 
After years as a Hollywood sex THEATRE 
symbol, actress Stella Stevens 
says she has found home, far 
fi'om the movie cdpital. 
Home • is an aged, isolated 
two-storey ranch house in north- 
central" Washington's rugged 
Methow Valley. • Hidden -somewhere in the ads 
"'I wanted to find a home for 
myself," she said. "I've never in the entertainment section 
had one before." 
She now thinks nothing ot ~ are two Terrace ~)hofle numbers. 
working in her. tiny" kitchen. ~ 
dominated by a w oodstove'and Find them, and if one is yours you've won. 
a deep old sink, wearing blue-- 
prison. • jeans, a brown sweater and a 
Under assumed names or for hat. 
others who fronted for him, She fly~ back and forth I~e. 
Lawson wrote seyeral books, in, tween herr and'Hollywood and 
eluding Film: .The creative paints in her spare time..Sh.e 
Process. just finished her 40th movie, a 
Survivors include his widow, James Bond-type film called 
Susan, two sons and a daughter. Sharpies. 
No funeral will be held. 
Your heart works" 
harder wllen 
you're not in the 
game. Get fit - -  
and turn the 
clock back. 1 
Fimessisfun. 
Try so m ep~RT/Op~O~)o 
" Energy 
@, 
Fluorescent ,light tubes 
produce approximately 3. 
to~4 times the amount of 
l ight as an incandescent 
light bulb of the same watt- 
age..Turn your car's air 
eondit io~r on for a. few 
minutes once a month during, 
• the wlater--otberwise, seals 
and gaskets could dry out 
and you'll lose efficiency. 
JIM'S TACKLE SHOP 
Quality Fresh and Salt Water Fishing Tackle 
"Hardy- Fenwick. Ambassadeur - Algonquip " 
- Quick • Richmake" 
Fly Tying & Rod Building Sul)plies 
Souvenirs & Local Crafts 
"k" Our prices are fair 
. Shop & Compare 
4120 HWy. i6 East 635.947i 
Pick up your tickets at the Herald offic e, \ 
" " 3212 Kaium_S_t. . . . . .  ..~.! 
SEATI1LE mY 
~ OF.F01~E 
l ~ I ~  
~ THE ~i'AR$ 
QIICO i 'n.lE MAN i 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES 
1HI DOCTORS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
I~lE. I (VU. I  MOVII 
LET'S MAKE A DEAL 
NEWSERVICE 
NiiC NIOKrLY NEWS . 
-SIATTLE TONIGHT, -  
TONi11 
"T HB--i;J'o L LYWOO D 
.SQUARES • 
LITTL! HOUSI ON 
PIAIRI I  
___ !  
"Billy: Porlrait of • 91~ 
I I 
Nm~ 
TONIC41' SHOW. 
I~SHOW,  
," SHOWING AT  8 P .M.  
SEPT 8-10 
•  OyAGE or   z)AMmZY" 
SEPT 11-17 
"THE DEEP" 
MATINEE SEPT 10 
"LIVING IT UP" 
7"& 9 P.M.  •NIGHTLY  
9 P.M, ONLY  ON SUNDAY 
• SEPT 8-10 "ORCK" 
SEPTII-19 
"BOOK OF NOH3EBS" 
- L  
SEPT 14-17 
"THE DOMINO PRINCIPAL" 
2 3&6 4 9 +-, 
9:00 
-- 9:30 
Piumm.vmAh'r. 10:00 
NiL DRESSUP+ 10:30 
s ~  STREET ,11 :00  
11:30 
12:00 
12:30  
~nI.O mN~OM,  " I :00  
o~'m YAU.m" nAYS 1; 30 
IY++m,s ~ .. 2:00 
IDOLS OF NIGHT 2: 30 
TAKEm .... 3:00 
CeI.m, mW COOKS 3:30 
" 4:00 
JUST PQR FUN ' 4 :30 
mumow coumlw 5:00 
~ - 5:30  
• Houma.m~s - 6:00 
6:30 
twuuuw JONES 7: 00 
7 :30  
m'~ ~t~ show , 8:00  
8:30 
oocuvu~My spml~ 9:00  
qHI TAR SANDS' " • 9** 30 
N ~ N !  10:00 
10:3Q 
THE NATIONAl. - 1,1:00 • 
NIGHT FINAL 11:30 
.!KOROA cou .~:  12:00 
SIGN OFF NEWS • . 
i 
M I .  - • 
/ Y O ~  . 
i 
, J lNi ¢JiNNIM SHOW. 
; FIRST IMPRI~ISIONS 
~NIS~ HOUR 
i 
I~IAM.li 
' ~ I :  
~ER WORLD 
1HE LUCYItIOW 
NEWS 
THI ILCHIRSONS 
H~NIE  HUNTERS 
THE ~gILT01~ 
PiG AND~MflITLI " 
SOAP 
JACK JONES SPECIAl. 
¢TV NEWS 
NE~S ~ FINN. 
I I l I  I.A11I I I I IW 
LION IN NMTIW'. I 
m.ECTnJC ¢OMPNff 
WOIm~VlH 
NASA REPORTS 
lOAN,STEW 
/ 
AWMURI UP 
'I"WO CENTS WoRlrl4 
M !S FOR MUSIC 
UNUMITID 
REACHING OUT 
WASHINGTON WEEK 
JUSTICE 
SEAUAE mEET,  
MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC CO,  ANY 
ZOO*~ 
CROCK E-I"Ir'S VICTORY 
,MACNEI L.LI[HRtR 
-~W ANO u~m 
UPSTAIRS, , IXPM~ITNRI 
SHADE! Q: GREENE 
IN PIRIUiT OF LIBERTY 
RINJnADES 
LMTI MOVIE 
"nAi l  + 
Y 
"4  
I 
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In partnership 
with your property , WANTED 
' ARE YOU LOOKING 
FOR EXTRA MONEY • 
A N IGHT JOB 
I f  you can play a musical instrument and sing, 
we have a iob for  you. 
We need all  the count ry& western singers and" 
gu i tar  p layers we can get. 
I f  you think you can do a two week single 
Please contact 
Bob at 638-1614 
Or  phone 635.9151 
for an appointment , ,  
re :  audition. 
• • 
\ 
Suppose you have had your for sale at a price realistically Although you might feel that a 
.property listed for sais throvgh.comparative to the  existing different agent could provide a 
your reel estate agent, it has not market, conditions and-alternative new bnthusissm, tap a new sour- 
sold, and the listing agreement is ProPerties available? ce Of Prospects or provide a dif- 
about to expire.,It will be ttn~e to ferent approach to marketing~ 
consider whether to, re-l.ist with CONDITION OF ~fOUR conslder alsp that you will have to 
your Present agent, or lint with PROPERTY ~ is your orooertv deveJop a new working relation- 
another agent. This is the .op- in.~nd r~Mw w=~ i'-~i-,~,~, ;r-'r~ ship with the replacement agent, 
portune time to mesa  the part-and=-read"ilv'~--'~va"'ll'abl~ " fore" r "in"- who will have to be familiarized 
nership'~K)uhavedevelopedwlth~)ect~--.b~, ro~ive- ;p~. . .w i th  your property and your 
your agent in the joint effort of chasers? qquirements. 
• selling your Property. The points ~ Re-listing may also be the point 
you might consider should in- Your Present agent will have vhere you should consider 
dude: .accumulated an experience with ,,;tsdng the type of listing (i.e. Ex. 
• your Property and your needs, clusive to Multiple Listing) to am. 
perhaps a file of potenti&l pur-plity the exposure. Regardless of 
CONDITION OF THE REAL chasers, and an Identity as your the acUon you eventually may 
ESTATE MARKET: have you and repreasntstlve. Discuss with him- take with respect to offeringyour 
your &gen t had a stable market, her the quality and quantity of Property for sale, keep in mind 
or have the ,/norket conditions possible purchasers, t~e service that your effort, and that of your 
changed dudng,the period of the you can exportto receive, what'agent, rePresents a joint effort 
listing agreement? additional cooperation, and ac- within the confines of the general 
commodatlonyou might be able conditions of the real estate 
PRICING (;iF YOURPROPER- to offer, and cprrsnt marker con- market and' guide, yourself ac- 
,TY --  w~s your property offered dltlons, cordlngly. 
CTV PRESENTATION 
Behind. closed doors 
With .Washington: Behind 
Closed Doom, CrV Television 
Network premieres, its 1977-78 
season with unprecedented Z~- 
hour contemporary drama to he 
seen in six cmsecedve nights 
from "l~esday, September 6 
tlwmgh Sunday, September 11, 
9:00-11:00 p.m. 
Wmhingtm: Behind Close 
Doors explorm fie corruptim 
and paranoia spawned by the 
~t,~,~fA,~x~.r. in America's 
~qplzm. 
In additim to Academy Award 
winners Jason Robards, John 
Houseman and Cliff Roberta0n, 
me east includes Harold Gould ldscare~¢; Harol~t Gould is seen 
• Robert Vaughn, Andy Griff'uY as Carl Tessler, Swiss-born 
andSte~me Powers. . - academic who becomes heed of 
Robarde, whowon an the Nati~al' Security Coun' 
Academy Award as Best Sup. 'eft,and Vaughn plays Frank 
porting Actor for his per- Flahmy, Monekton's top staff 
formance in AU the President's man who in~ects and advises 
Mm, plays the rnle of Ridtard him. 
Mmc~,  Presidential nominee Wmhingtm: Behind QDsed 
and f~m'e Preeidmt if. the" Doors was created by Emmy- 
Udted States. " wimer David W. P~tels, who 
HabertsGi~w~eer~ofanOscar ..co~auth.ored thescreenplay for 
as Hast Actor lot his per-me series with Eric Bereoviei. 
formance" in Chaffy, is sere in The two men served under 
the rde of William Martin, CIA Executive Producer Stanley 
,.Director, who is forced into .KaIHS for, Paramount 
Mackmall~ Monckton 'to.save Television. 
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SEATTU~ TODA'/ 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE FRIENDLY GIANT 
M0N AMI 
ITS ANYBODYS GUESS MR. ORESSUP 
SHOOT FOR THE STARS SESAME STREET 
CHICO & THE MAN 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
DAYS OF OUR LIVES CSC NEWS 
THE ZX)¢TORS WILD KINGDOM 
DEATH V/u.I.EY DAYS 
ANOTHER WORLD RYAN'S HOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
THE 30'CLOO( NOVIE TAKE THIRTY 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
TO BE ANNGIJNCED 
PENAL BOX 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
['1 12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2 :00  
2:30 
4 
ROMPER ROOM 
KAREENS YOGA 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DERNITION 
FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
HOT HANDS 
NOON NEt~ HOUR '" 
ADAM 12 
movie; 
'HEAT OF ANGER" 
ALAN HAMEL, SHOW 
"4:30 
LET'S MAKEA DEAL NEWFACES NEWSE6. S:00 EMERGENCY 
NEWSERVICE TEA 5:30 
3:00 
3:30 ANOTHERWORLD 
4:00 
THE LUCY SHOW 
NBC NIGHTLY NEWS 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
.TONITE 
NAME 11HIAT UNE 
HOURGLASS 
LITTLE HOUSE ON m 
- -  PRAIRIE 
NmW- 
TIMt, HORSE LATITUDES 
• ,. 9 
6:00 
6:30 EGG BLUE NUmBLE 
7: 00 EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
7:30 
8:00 DAIVD SlrEINBERY SHOW 
8:30 crv MOVIE 
= 
• 'Return of the Pink PinNmr" 9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
TBA 
EVYWHERE 
BARNEY MILLER 
NEWS THE NATIONAL 
TONIGit'Ir SHOW NIGHT FINAL 
T HOLLYWOOO THIRTIES: 
i 
"BLOND VENUSE" 
110MORROW SHOW S!GN OFF NEWS 
CTV NEIm 
NEtS HOUR FINAL 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
SEASAME ~VREET ' 
MR. ROGERS' NEIGH. 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ZOOM 
LEHRER REPORT 
i 
N NE'S JOURNAl. 
UPSTAIRS, DO.STAIRS 
SOMETHING PERSONAL 
m ,~THoN 
eeCg. M E  
12:00 THEL~XeSNOW 
"Aa.PJU~ANDFRBENT 
LATI NO a)NSORTIUM 
KOJAK. t 
LATE MOVIE 
murr OF qrHe =use 
¢IIIA@K~Fd' 
Ckmn both 
your carpets 
and upholstery 
with Steamex. 
Do It Yourself and Save! 
Steamex Carpet Cleaner 
Rental machine, with six pow- 
er jets, gets the dirt others 
don't. 
And now we've added a new 
upholstery attachment and its 
own specially-formulated so-
"lution...so you can clean your 
carpets a=d upholst,ery the 
easy, money-saving Steamex 
way. 
l .J 
I~11 ' ! '  " ' tee  rag. 
"move 
• Thepurehase~e.n~;se  
and tl~r~are so~l l~gs  you 
can do,~. ensure'that'it wig 
al~o bea l~sant  adventure. 
• After your i , i i t ia l  ex." 
ploratlOn, "a~l.your interest is 
n~rrew~ d~wn. ~r~ ,a'speeiflc 
'home, obtain acem-ate and 
detailed information on which 
to. make your plato, before 
preae~'t!ng an offer to pur- 
chase. 
"'Review me purchasb con- 
t i~t  .carefully. Check and 
understand all th.e clauses and 
be certain it states what .you 
~Ueve !.t ~tates. ff there is any 
d~' t  ~:  your mind, seek 
. expert'advice. Ask if there are. 
any . 'extra' costs such as a 
mortgage a@licaUon fee. 
Know and have stipulated, 
what the builder is to supply 
and .install. Determine exactly, 
'what rite purchase price of the 
house includes...This-is very. 
hnportant if you a~ buying 
&oma 'Model Home' which is 
e'quipped~ decorated and 
f~n~i~hed: There .maybe 
extr~ In tile model home 
which' are not ineluded in the 
standard purchase price; 
Talk to recent purchasers in 
the sa/ne development or from 
the same builder. ,Ask if they 
experienced miy problems, 
what they were and how they 
were solved. YoU might avoid 
. "the sameorsimilar problems. 
If the house is to be com. 
pleted to,your choice flora 
builder's amples of colours 
and-or materials, Select your 
first choice and your second 
choice at the same time. This 
could, help avoid deldy~ in 
completion ofyour ne~ house, 
and your occupancy date. 
Don't mar the excitement of 
moving into .a brand new 
house by being disappointed 
later by surprises you can 
take the time to avoid.. 
Resale, 
i 
 -Motion 
x , , , ,  
""i" 
" eLOSED 
[~ " ,AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 13  
[~ ' NO. 1 "21  LAKELS E i 
t 
Diller tor TUTS 
As good aS she ia beauti~l, 
Phyllis Dlller is sponsoring a 
tennis tourney to raise funds 
for TiffS, Theater Under the 
Stars, in Houston, Tm'. , 
' Pt~illa DIlle The r C(m~edy 
Tennis Clusic, set for Sept. 
17 and 18, will .be held at 
chichi April Sound near 
Houat~ with April Sound 
tennis pro Rod Laver cdmat- 
muer has ~.par .  
t tdpants  "lovely modem ae- 
ommn0daUom -with a full. 
length mirror in which to ad- 
mire your temds togs." 
LOGAN'S RUN-- 
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125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop; Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
:REE Reservations- 
300-261-3330 ~IS94 
Owned &:Op~. at~ 
=D PR¥STA¥ 
vie St. Vancouver, B.C. 
English Bay at Stanley Park "Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take.~ou Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
.~'o~.e.m~.~o.,~.:!~'~tecumr mmJon picture logan-s .qun~ 
Pedor ~kn~~.~qx~'nded time.• . 
. ~Y,~,,.and".~.U~Jl~ thk,'r, qm_ anticeliy paired couple whose lives 
~ Imtw~.~..~.Jt h"~ter ,~ ".~nov who, as %e.old man', is the last 
kqman. ,hoJng A~ve o..~.AId~..the,.maJestic translucent domes. 
, ~ starr.~og,Rlchar, d.~'Jo~., n, ~ tse. Brown .and 'Farrah 
Fawcett-Msior~.~ ~ggan(~Rt~t~lls of a future dedicated to pleasure 
~,to~e~arrou~e~-=:a'roystlcal.ffluroFwhwe thos~ over thirty 
sNk re~a l  In the flaml~g'rXunl.~L09an IS a~ollceman assigned to 
tr*4~k do~m:escapdo~untlkJle el cts to s~eklife, o~,/de the dome and 
~.'be¢on~s~ runner; . 
• "~A maSt~r~.~Pi~:Sclen(:t~llcti~:'stoVytell[~g, :..Logan's." Run 
celebVates"fl~e~martlag~"0f:t#chnlcef'b.'x~l~', s~'lpl effects, 
lavish production values and great'.¢ .asting~' ' 
 houses - 4 
.$F..ATTLE 1ODAY 1 " 9: 00 
9:30  
~4F.~ "'. FORTUNE FIUDInLY OMNT M0N NN 10:00  
i~s ANYSOWn GUESS N~. onEssup 10:30 
SHOOT FOR "me STAES s~'~we S~EET • 11:00 
CHICO & THE MAN . ,11:30 
HOLLY'W00D SQUARES 
DAYS OP OUR liVES 
TI4E DO¢IgRS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE s O'CLECK MOVIE 
,,Tim's W~ my" 
LET' ~d(E~ OF.~L 
NEV~ERVlCE 
NB¢ NIGHTLY NEWS 
/ 
SEATTLE TONIGHT, 
--TONITE ,~- ,  
ANDY 
US AGAINST THE WORLD 
• ELVIS ON TOUR 
NEWS 
TONJm4T SHOW 
age MCLEN/SHOW 
CB¢ NEWS 
I DRENt OF JENtNIE 
~ou.~xx) mMm 
RYAN'S HOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
• TAKE TItRITY 
CELEBRITY COOKS 
ZOOM 
STRIKER 
'~t4NPA Dt.UES' 
HONI~LASS 
WGLFM~ JACK Sl4OW, 
MAJOR . . . .  LEAGUE 
BASEII~t~• 
THIS WEEK IN SASEBALL . 
THE NATIONAl. ' 
NIGHT FINAL ' 
i 
11H1~ ' 
i 
"VlI~EANCI O# PO¢itO ~- 
' VI I , I ,M 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00  
2:30 
• 3 :00  
3 :30  
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 ' 
5:30 
6:OO 
.6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:OO 
e:3 0 
9:oo 
9 :30 
10:00 
• ' 10:30 
11:00 
' 11:30 
[ 12:00 • ' 
i 
ItONPER m 
KARIU[N'S YOGA. • 
.jnAN r .~ .~ SHOW 
DEFIHtTION 
HOT HANES 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
AheM.IS 
M~VIIh 
?COLuMao:~TH 
: LEN~ A 14N~D '
~ HA'Z'.~L SHOW 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE LUCY SHOW 
Michael York 
NL'WS 
LOVES ME, LOVES ME NOT- 
i 
' e ly  MOVIE OIJ 111  MI I~ 
.~ I~STI I I  I~ IURN"  
i 
EUN 
¢TV NEWS 
NEWS HOUR FINAL 
.A rcsaJle lpuse' isgenerolly 
thought" of a~. a hott~" which 
has' been prevmusly, oevupi,ed. 
Tl~re are sOme benefits to 
buyihga i'esule house.. 
Prima~y, y~ can sea what 
you are getting -- the' home, 
its condition v the lot and the 
present character of the 
neighborhood, 
A.resale house may include 
drape~ track, ligh.t fixtures 
and towel racks 'already in; 
stalled. Frequently, the price 
• may also include su~:h extras 
as broadloom carpeting,. 
appliances, bull.t-in cup- 
boards, bookcases or .ad- 
ditiorml shelving, .tool racks, 
.~. workbenches and such other 
items of cenventence or decor 
the owner installed but .is 
leaving behind.- 
The garden may be Hghtly 
or fully landscaped, but the 
lawn at .least, is usually well 
established. You can see if it is 
'fenced, or if there is a hedge. 
You can see how the lot.relates 
• to the pro~rti~ adjacent, and 
the proximity of the neigh 
bering houses. 
You can see the "street 
assess the character of th'c 
-'neighhorhood as well as the 
maintonance standard of the 
nonrby properUes. \ 
One0f  the ,unreeogn,~ed 
values of a resale property is 
the fact that you see it as it is 
- -  complete~ and ready for 
• you to o~.py and enjoy. 
I~UmSSHOW 
~)m tAil~ a~mv 
~tOVlE MJIRDEMI~. 
e : 
j ~tmmvm. L,m~m~cs, 
SMIF INCOflPOflAlrRD 
m.Eclr~c COMPANY 
BREAD AND BUT.~'F.RFUES 
COVER 10 COVER 
MULLIGAN STEW 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
'SPINNINO STORIES 
.arena m Carla 
M IS I~OR N~USIC 
NUdA REPORTS ~ 
/bMKINO MUSIC. 
LIMF FM. RO~M4 RCD. 
EQUAL JUSTICE - 
SESAME STREET 
.'~J STEROG ERS'. NEIGH. 
- -  - - .  - - '~"~UqbNJ  
ELECTRI¢COMPANY 
THEY HAILED ST. BOA13 
1HE MACNEIL - LEHRER 
=--;:GRT 
AMERICN~ ' " . . 
UPSTAIRS, DOMUTNm 
MEAT ~ '  
~AA' BA4 ~ 
ooum~ ¢omm 
BOOK MAT 
Ne~om i, oR 11mNYS~ 
qt4WN J FIVE-I~' 
LA l l  . |1  
~1011Y TO INNr 
| 
.o 
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WHITE HOUSE TKPES , , ,  
Frost warms up Nixon in fifth interv iew 
NEWYORK tAP)-- In discusses the White plus a percentage of the wil l  not receive an network wil l  not b~;  
a fifth Interview with' House taping System that profits from the'previous .additional fee for the fifth created for this program 
Br it|sh broadcaster  led to his resignation, televised inte~ie .vys, Th~ program, but will share as was the case with the 
David Frost,. former Nix0n Is repealed td TImes, reportingtheflft.b in its profits, f irst four interview 
President Richard Nixon have recaived $400,00¢ interview, says Nixon A special television shows. 
4 
"The/Enchanting" 
l L inda  Love & Her Hearts 
, - • . | 
~ i Sold 5-1"/ Appearing Nightly At The DLrect"  to  :, 
it ..... # you from 
I , Red D or Cabaret Lo. Angeles 1 
Terrace Hotel 
. •• . _  .~ i '  1' " I I  I I  l ,  I I II li l l~k~~ ~ THE CHANGE 
,' ' ' '  ' ' '  e J ' t '  1 ) ~  ~ ~ ~  ~; . l~s ,  OF HOURS 
k iP , . , . ,  .. ,, ,. ,..I 
.L-J . J--  ~_  ~ • D INNER - TUES. - FRI.  - 5PM.IOPM 
" ]~ 1"~ • • ~r l  • ~ ~ SAT. & SUN. .  BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DIN- 
"~,7,~ I ~ E 1' ' ~1 ' ' FI J FqJ~ • m,  I I ~ ~ ~ ~Ik~,~ - NER IOAM- IOPM 
BB I I |1~-  [ ]  I !1  | ~ i d "1" (INTERNATIONAL) CLOSED MONDAY (CUISINE) ~ 
( ~ 16 West, Tnrrace 
ii I ir 
= x,¢ , . , / ,  ~ LAKELSE 
mll~"coN*,.e.,...,.o-.,~r.~ ~t  ~ l i  ,~ LOT OF THINGS BETTER n v  I I  u i ,  ' 
, ' i~ '~""  ' L-. ' "  ~"-~J ~ ; / fS l t /  ~ Bruce & Debble . " 
Mt J "" S ~i , / i i~ i~P '~ O,NE,,0U, EXOU,S,Te S /~ ~i~ Carruther THE FLAOE 
!b i~ ,~ '~ .~ ~ .~S.=t~ VENETIAN DINING LOUNGE ~i~/ / l '~ / / / /~d~x Owners  - 
~ L ~ ~  "~~o~6,=. , . . , . .~ , , . _ _  ~//~///~.1~'!:~4"3 LAKELSE AVENUE " FOR • 
~ )' ~1~11t11~ ~J~ 838-7100 WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
~,N.OOM,  ~ v , . ~  W "~KE ' • PRIVATE PARTIES  
~ . ' . . . ~ . , . o . ,  ' l i t  A E OUT ORDERS WELCOME BANQUETS 
LA GONDOLA ' CATERING o,.,..oo. 624-2621 or 624-3359 - ' ' 
• O,,vE.,N ., ,,... w. ., ~ s, , , DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
II ' " ' • ' 
'  93nllman INN 
• ~ ~ ~1 ¥ ~~ • ~ , '~o"; . . , .c . . .o- .  ,"T.-'R...,o..~ cu,.,.. JR J l *  I IP li I J~ i : )  ~ ~ mls Centrally locmd on MeN-SAT. $ PM-  I !  PM 
~- ,  ~ d  . ' ,  ~ ,  ,~ , . -w  . .Hiohwayg7..Hested. 
_ . _ reader Swimming Pore. 
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS .L~.. Ls, 5a..unas lU0 Centla181root ~=- -  . . . . . . .  
• Kitatmtewes 1 ' Sound Proof Rooms (104)il141Z, I P I IOne  I~ l l l - l l l i l l  
4736 Lakolse Ave. Terrace "~ ' - '  4&tO Lnke l im iva ia im " : : ~ , . ~  - - -  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  
We're P~'~I! 
Char-BroiledSteak " " $ 2,99 featuring " 
Includingl BAKED POTATO ' • . - ,  =- - . - -== ' ~: -~-~' .  ~1~ %~'~.~ 
CHOICE OF SALADS and i l ION gOII0tllgNOy " ~" 1 ; ~  n i ns .  "~; l  L 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST ' C" '  n . r -  on"  W' - ' * " - -  1 i ' r  Al l l~  '~'~i ~- 
King-Size Steak Dinner ,4.99 in the lounge i~ ; i  ' ( - ; I R a  t '~ 
, Aumun WmgT. . 11~'~:; N I I I  I - .  ;~_5~ f 
Tenderlo,n Steak D,nner $ 4 99 ~ ~,  x -,~ " " . . . . . .  i Do you play Guitar, Orpn ,Or S ing ' ~  q J- ~ 
Steak & Shrimp Combo ' : $ 4.39 • thon.  RESTAURANT . 
i=  , please emil Bob at 636-1614 " c~mVE¢£ &cANADIAN FOOD 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner " ~ 2,99 • " on THURSDM, . . . . . . . .  
' - -  k lqJ Plq]r • " 10amtoTamMonday-Salurdoy 
d 
,.,o....,.o..0 =...=..,..oo.".,o. ~ ~ Torraoe, B.0, 4642 Lazelle West of CFTK 
